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Abstract: Nowadays, the management of resource contention in shared cloud remains a pending problem. And the
evolution and deployment of new application paradigms (e.g., deep learning training and microservices) and custom
hardware (e.g., GPU, TPU) have posed new challenges in resource management system design. Current solutions
tend to trade cluster efficiency for guaranteed application performance, e.g., resource over-allocation, leaving lots of
resources underutilized. To overcome this dilemma is not easy, because different components across the software stack
are involved. Nevertheless, massive efforts have been devoted to seeking effective performance isolation and highlyefficient resource scheduling. The goal of this paper is to systematically cover related aspects to deliver the techniques
from coordination perspective, and identify the corresponding trends they indicate. Briefly, four topics are involved.
Firstly, isolation mechanisms deployed at different levels (micro-architecture, system and virtualization level) are
reviewed, including GPU multitasking methods. Second, resource scheduling techniques within individual machine
and at cluster level are investigated, respectively. Particularly, GPU scheduling for deep learning applications is
described in detail. Third, adaptive resource management including the latest microservice-related researches is
thoroughly explored. Finally, future research directions are discussed in the light of advanced work. Hopefully, this
paper will help researchers establish a global view of the landscape of resource management techniques in shared
cloud, and see technology trends more clearly.
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1 Introduction
Many enterprises and individuals have been ofﬂoading their workloads to public clouds, such as
Amazon, Google Compute Engine, or private clouds
managed by resource management systems (RMSs)
such as Mesos (Hindman et al., 2011), Yarn (Vavilapalli et al., 2013), and Kubernetes (Kubernetes,
2020). This trend is mainly due to the great ﬂexi‡
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bility of the cloud for end-users and its operational
beneﬁts for providers.
These advantages are directly linked to the resource scheduling eﬃciency (e.g., scheduling delay
and quality (Delimitrou et al., 2015)) and performance isolation eﬀectiveness provided by the RMS,
and ongoing trends towards increased heterogeneity in software and hardware pose new challenges in
RMS design. For example, the current shift of cloud
services from monolithic architecture toward microservice architecture fundamentally changes many
assumptions under which current RMSs were designed. Current cluster schedulers often fall short
of capturing the complex dependencies of microser-
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vices, resulting in suboptimal scheduling. Another
increasingly popular application domain, deep learning (DL) also exhibits radically distinct characteristics in terms of resource usage (e.g., GPU demand)
and intra-job behaviors as compared with traditional
data analytic applications.
On the other side, datacenter hardware is
also becoming increasingly heterogeneous as servers
are progressively replaced and upgraded over time.
Particularly, domain-speciﬁc accelerators, such as
GPUs, TPUs, FPGAs, and ASICs are widely deployed as alternatives to general purpose CPUs to
accelerate critical operations. The isolation in individual accelerator-integrated servers, and the communication, cooperation, and coordination among
accelerators and host CPUs expose more respects to
consider for resource management. Therefore, a traditional RMS on a homogenous cluster is ill-suited
for DL-like workloads, and thus calls for rethinking
and redesign.
Apart from the diversity of static attributes
in the application codebase and physical resources,
dynamic heterogeneity at runtime (e.g., the various transition behaviors across hardware) due to resource contention among co-located tasks tends to
further distort the scheduling-decision space and distracts optimization exploration (Luo et al., 2019),
such as the eﬀectiveness of a performance model
based on oﬄine characterization. As a result, the
tension between resource utilization and performance guarantee becomes more severe.
Overall, several challenges remain, especially in
the context of heterogenous computing and serverless computing.
1. Ineﬃcient isolation support
Isolation mechanisms supported by current
hardware or operating systems are limited. Multiple
micro-architectural resources are shared unclearly,
and thus require a complete understanding of corresponding interplay. This is particularly common
in domain-speciﬁc accelerators, such as GPUs and
FPGAs, which often make task co-location or multitasking infeasible. This shortage not only undermines the eﬃciency of oﬄine proﬁle-based coordination mechanisms (Jaeung et al., 2016; Zhu and Erez,
2016), but also makes online interference tracing and
performance correction invalid.
2. Resource utilization vs. QoS
In the context of imperfect resource isolation,

resource over-allocation becomes commonplace to
guarantee quality of service (QoS), which leaves some
resources idle. In addition, the diverse resource
demands across applications and dynamic intraapplication behaviors at runtime induce many resource fragments, which are quite diﬃcult to capture
promptly, and quantify accurately for re-allocation.
As a result,resource utilization across the industry
is generally low. For example, the GPU utilization
at Microsort is only 52% on average (Jeon et al.,
2019), and the compute usage at Google is around
30% (Tirmazi et al., 2020).
3. Heterogeneity-aware coordination
Compared to a homogenous environment, heterogeneity makes the scheduling procedure more
complicated.
(1) Hardware performance varies
across diﬀerent accelerator types, contributing differently to an application’s QoS. (2) The exploration
space for jobs with complementary behaviors for colocation is expanded signiﬁcantly. (3) Various acceleration choices require an adaptive computation
oﬄoading model that accounts for the architectural
diﬀerence.
To confront the above challenges, massive academic and industrial eﬀorts are expended. Singh
and Chana (2016) performed a methodical literature analysis of cloud resource scheduling that involved abundant algorithms and scheduling policies.
In contrast, targeting application performance and
security, an article by Bauman et al. (2015) reviews
diﬀerent out-of-VM monitoring techniques to overcome the semantic gap with in-VM application. For
heterogeneous computing, Hong et al. (2017) presented an in-depth survey of GPU virtualization
techniques and their scheduling methods. The survey by Weerasiri et al. (2017) performs a broad analysis of cloud resource orchestration techniques by
evaluating and classifying them by proposed taxonomy.
In contrast, this paper performs a holistic survey of resource management techniques across the
cloud stack in a coordinated view, and capture corresponding development trends to shed light on future
system design. Brieﬂy, techniques are investigated
at micro-architecture layer, operating system (OS)
level, the virtualization layer, and the cluster level.
Particularly, resource management with respect to
heterogenous computing and serverless computing
(i.e., microservice) are detailed. Based on our sur-
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vey and categorization of existing approaches at each
layer, we propose several guidelines for future system
research, and provide a holistic view of the technical
landscape for researchers. As Table 1 shows, related
approaches at each level of the RMS stack are introduced following a bottom-up exposition order.
Table 1 An overview of the topics at each layer and
related categories
Stack level

Topics

Related category

Scheduling system
architectures

Cluster level

Task-to-machine
mapping
Scheduling in
GPU cluster
Adaptive
management

Heterogenous
OS design
Detection and
correction

Virtualization
level
Micro-architecture
level

3

System level
This category includes softwarebased scheduling optimizations per node, which rely
on available isolation mechanisms and monitored
data to guarantee application performance. For simplicity, related content is outlined based on the targeted resource types, including simultaneous multithreading, memory subsystem resources, and accelerators (Section 2.2.1). Notably, eﬀorts regarding
computation oﬄoading on heterogenous machines
and corresponding OS designs are presented for heterogenous multicore processors, memory, GPUs, and
FPGAs (Section 2.2.2), respectively. Scheduling
techniques at the virtualization layer are also included at the end. Particularly, network-related
work is presented separately due to its special role in
the data center (Section 2.4).
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Cluster level Existing resource management architectures and their evolution are introduced in detail (Section 3.1).
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Task scheduling
within machine
System level

Centralized
Two-level
Shared state
Distributed
Hybrid
Hierarchical
Data mining
LP driven
Graph driven
Bin packing
BE-oriented
LS-oriented
Elasticity for
colocation
BE-oriented
LS-oriented
resource
management
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Proﬁle-based
Role-based
Oﬄoading model
CPU core
Memory
GPU
FPGA
Proﬁle-based
Feedback-based

Isolation methods

Hypervisor-based
Container-based

Isolation methods

Kernel-based
Software-based
GPU-oriented

Micro-architecture and virtualization level
Isolation mechanisms within individual machines
(including accelerators, like GPUs) are involved in
this taxonomy. Speciﬁcally, kernel-based schemes
supported by hardware architecture (e.g., Last Level
Cache repartition) or OS kernel, and software-based
schemes via thread scheduling are included. Particularly, GPU and FPGA isolation techniques are also
detailed (Section 2.1.2) and virtualization schemes
consisting of hypervisors and container-based approaches are investigated in Section 2.1.3.

In addition, scheduling algorithms and adaptive techniques for performance compensation are
detailed, respectively. For scheduling algorithms,
research eﬀorts on the conventional homogenous
clusters, such as data mining, linear programming,
network-driven, and bin-packing-driven approaches
are discussed, and techniques regarding GPU clusters (Section 3.3) are also investigated. For adaptive performance compensation techniques, adaptive
management targeting at dynamic heterogeneity at
runtime is detailed, including elastic methods for
co-location, best-eﬀort (BE) job-oriented resource
throttling, and latency-sensitive (LS) job-oriented
resource compensation, all of which are of great
signiﬁcance in reconciling resource under-utilization
and application QoS. Particularly, resource management regarding microservices is described thoroughly in Section 3.4.3.
Overall, this study is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the isolation mechanisms and resource management methods within an individual
server, including microarchitecture, virtualization,
and system level in Table 1. Section 3 investigates
existing cluster management systems with respect to
the architecture, algorithms, and methods relating
to resource elasticity and performance compensation
(at cluster level). Finally, we discuss future research
directions and possible solutions for the challenges
outlined in Section 4, and conclude in Section 5.
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2 Performance coordination within a
machine
Performance interference in a shared environment is ubiquitous due to resource contention. The
coordination of co-running tasks (or threads) is imperative because it greatly impacts the QoS greatly
(e.g., cache line tends to be evicted by co-running
tasks).
To coordinate the performance locally,
performance isolation, coordination-oriented thread
scheduling, and compensation control at runtime are
widely-explored. This section investigates prior researches.
2.1 Resource isolation mechanisms
Isolation mechanisms at the micro-architecture
level (in multi-processors and GPUs) and at the virtualization level are investigated in this section.

work devices, and ﬁle system. As a concrete example, the network namespace is used to virtualize a
network stack, where each namespace will have its
private set of IP addresses, routing table, connection
tracking table, and other network-related resources.
More details can be found in Linux kernel (2016).
4. Intel’s CAT
For the Last Level Cache (LLC), Intel’s
Cache Allocation Technology (CAT) helps address
resource-sharing concerns by providing software control of data placement, enabling isolation and prioritization of primary applications (Intel, 2016). Similar to Cgroups, it provides OS interfaces to group
applications in classes of service (CLOS) and indicates the amount of LLC available to each CLOS via
conﬁguration. Currently, the CAT feature is available on all Stock Keeping Units (SKUs) starting with
the Intel Xeon processor E5 v4 family.
5. DVFS
Another widely used energy mechanism is Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) for
energy management. DVFS is a technique for altering the voltage and frequency of processors based
on performance and power requirements. Because
of Power ∝ FV2 , both dynamic voltage scaling and
frequency scaling can be used to conserve power. By
adjusting the frequency of a microprocessor (also
known as CPU throttling) on the ﬂy, it can be
adopted to throttle the pressure posed to other
shared resources, such as memory bandwidth (Zhang
et al., 2013; Lo et al., 2015). It is also explored to
achieve ﬁne-grained voltage/frequency boosting to
rein in tail latency (Hsu et al., 2015), because current architecture lacks corresponding support.
6. Software-based enhancement
As a complement to kernel-supported isolation,
software-based schemes employ task characterization to enable safe co-location of tasks via thread
scheduling, related to resource partitioning on chipmultiprocessors (CMPs), especially those that currently lack explicit control.
Utility-based cache partitioning in Qureshi and
Patt (2006) provides an allocation policy that attempts to repartition Last Level Cache (LLC) among
multiple tasks, and relies on the reduction of cache
misses due to the adjustment.
By controlling
the replacement process, Vantage in Sanchez and
Kozyrakis (2011) proposes a ﬁne-grained cachepartitioning scheme derived from a statistical model,
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2.1.1 Isolation at the micro-architecture level

Prior work has proposed two main isolation
approaches that target at micro-architectural resources: kernel-based mechanisms that rely on hardware/kernel support, and software-based approaches
that repartition resources via an analytical model,
thread scheduling, page coloring, and so forth.
1. Kernel-based mechanisms
These include available isolation schemes that
are supported by current hardware architecture (e.g.,
Last Level Cache repartition) or OS kernel.
2. Cgroups
The best-known isolation mechanism that is
supported by Linux kernel is probably Control
Groups (i.e., Cgroups). It provides a mechanism for
task segregation by partitioning resources like CPU
time, system memory, disk, and network bandwidth
into groups, then assigning processes to those groups.
By using Cgroups via OS interfaces, a ﬁne-grained
control over allocating, prioritizing, and monitoring
system resources is available to users. However, it
does not yet cover all micro-architectural resources,
which tends to be the hot spot under contention, such
as cache, memory bandwidth, interconnect bandwidth on chip, and peripheral component interconnect express (PCIe).
3. Namespace
As another fundamental mechanism, kernel
namespace enables applications to run in their own
isolated environment with separate process IDs, net-
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which retains the same associativity as in nonpartitioned cases. Cho and Jin (2006) propose management of shared L2 cache banks through OS-level
page allocation. In contrast to ﬁxed caching policy, this approach enables higher ﬂexibility without
any hardware support, and involves private caching
policy, shared cache policy, and a combination of
both. Zhang et al. (2009) rely on an optimized pagecoloring method for cache management that includes
partitioning physical address space to cache banks
and data-to-cache banks mapping. However, it is
limited to coarse-grained partition sizes. As for private caches, Feliu et al. (2013) propose to estimation
of the L1 bandwidth requirements based on the positive correlation between L1 bandwidth and tasks’
performance, and achieve isolation at the L1-level
by informed thread scheduling.
7. Summary
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ing for eﬃcient resource isolation. A modest hardware support can greatly simplify characterization of
micro-architecture resource usage, and further facilitate resource management locally.
2.1.2 Isolation for GPU multitasking
Traditional GPUs represent a monolithic resource that cannot be shared across users. However,
along with the wide deployment of GPUs in cloud
infrastructure, GPU sharing and isolation among
multi-tenants become increasingly important for efﬁciently utilizing GPUs. Note that the kernel in the
GPU context refers to an executable program on a
GPU.
To support time multiplexing on GPUs, kernel
preemption allows a time-sharing scheduler to execute multiple kernels fairly (e.g., by context switching like that employed by CPUs). Tanasic et al.
(2014) allow two preemption mechanisms, context
switch and streaming multi-processor draining (i.e.,
SM draining). The former hot-swaps kernel contexts in one SM with a new kernel via oﬀ-chip memory, whereas the latter ﬁrst drains the whole SM
before preemption happens. It also implements a
token-based scheduling policy that dynamically distributes the GPU SM among concurrently running
kernels, accounting for the kernel queue and SM, but
it comes with high preemption overhead (high memory traﬃc or long draining delay). To reduce the
swap overhead, Chimera (Park et al., 2015) introduces “ﬂushing”, which drops running thread blocks
(TB) of one SM if the kernel is idempotent. Flushing combines with context switching and draining to
collaboratively minimize throughput overhead and
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As mentioned above, a wide range of resource
types has been covered by isolation mechanisms supported by the OS, as summarized in Table 2, and
isolation at ﬁner grained resources (e.g., L1) can also
be enhanced via software optimization. The pros
and cons in kernel- and software-based schemes are
displayed in Table 3. Overall, several aspects are
worthy of a complete understanding for further improvements.

n
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First, interplay between shared resources is still
opaque to the OS, especially under the increasing
trend of resource heterogeneity.
Second, the eﬃciency of each mechanism lacks
a systematic evaluation, such as the inertia quantiﬁcation, as evidenced in Kasture and Sanchez (2014).
Third, software/hardware co-design is promis-

Table 2 Summary of supported resource controllers, pid: process id
Resource

Cores

Memory

Pid, net, etc

LLC

Disk IO

Network IO

CPU bandwidth

Power

Controller

Cpuset

Cgroup/
memory

Namespace

CAT

blkio

net_cls/prio

cpufreq

RAPL (Redhat)
and DVFS

Table 3 Strengths and weaknesses of different isolation approaches
Approach

Strengths
Eﬃcient API (e.g., via system call)

Kernel-based

Software-based

Weaknesses

Eﬀective resource isolation

Target a single resource
Lacks interplay characterization or co-optimizationknobs
regarding diﬀerent resources
Lacks complete support of shared resources

Informed isolation via a betterunderstanding of
performance impact ofshared resources

Proﬁle-based and requires expert knowledge
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preemption latency. To enable GPU register timesharing to achieve high warp concurrency, RegMutex (Khorasani et al., 2018) takes register demand
ﬂuctuation within warp into consideration, and enables on-demand register allocation. Speciﬁcally, it
utilizes compiler analysis and primitive injection to
determine the locations within the kernel to conduct
register scale-up or scale-down via inter-warp register sharing. However, time-sharing strategy still
leads to GPU resource under-utilization due to context switching.
GPU vendors spend quite much eﬀorts in
supporting spatial multiplexing.
For example,
NVIDIA’s Multi-process Service (MPS) (Nvidia,
2015) enables concurrent execution of kernels from
diﬀerent virtual address spaces in a GPU. The
Multi-Instance GPU technology in A100 GPUs
(NVIDIA, 2020) allows static cache and memory
bandwidth partitioning, but they cannot adapt
to dynamic demand at runtime, resulting in either over-provisioning or under-provisioning. Wang
et al. (2016) propose Simultaneous Multikernel
(SMK), which achieves ﬁne-grained resource partitions. Based on a partial context switching mechanism, SMK co-schedules kernels with compensating
characteristics in the same SM. Speciﬁcally, it uses
dominant resource fairness (DRF) policy to partition
static resources on one SM, such as registers and active threads, and computing cycles are allocated in
proportion to the amount in solo execution (i.e., executed in isolated environment). Thus, one dedicated
SM is needed for proﬁling for each kernel. Similarly, Warped-Slicer (Xu et al., 2016) uses an online
proﬁling-based analytic method to guide dynamic
intra-SM slicing across diﬀerent kernels. Concerning
inference application, GSLICE (Dhakal et al., 2020)
provides performance isolation through dynamic adjustment and apportioning just the right number of
GPU threads for inference functions (IFs), while accounting for the respective monitored latency and
throughput. It adopts hot-standby IF (shadow IF)
on the CPU side to reduce startup delay when reprovision GPU resources, and ensures coordinated
transition with the previous one.

in press

lookaside buﬀer, TLB) among multiple applications.
Speciﬁcally, it designs a TLB miss rate-based token
assignment policy to regulate the number of warps of
each application that can use the L2 caches, thus reducing TLB misses and the associated long-latency
stall. For cases with TLB misses, MASK adopts
a page-table hit rate-based policy to guide address
translation requests that bypass the L2 cache, reducing the queueing delay there. In contrast, Pratheek
et al. (2021) design a dynamic page walk system that
partitions the shared pool of walkers among the applications to achieve spatial multiplexing. In addition, this system enables walk stealing between page
walkers that belong to diﬀerent applications, following several carefully-designed stealing policies to coordinate the instruction throughput and fairness.
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Apart from GPUs, other work aims at sharing FPGAs, such as AMORPHOS (Khawaja et al.,
2018), OPTIMUS (Ma et al., 2020), and ViTAL (Zha
and Li, 2020). AMORPHOS enables applications
(i.e., user FPGA logic) to scale dynamically according to load and be remapped to the physical fabric
to increase utilization. OPTIMUS oﬀers both spatial multiplexing (via page table slicing) and temporal multiplexing (via application preemption) for
eﬃcient sharing of each application in an FPGA. We
leave corresponding investigation to interested readers.
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Targeting the virtual memory mechanisms
that impede multitasking in modern GPUs,
MASK (Ausavarungnirun et al., 2018) provides architectural support to mitigate high contention for
shared address translation structures (translation

Summary GPU Multitasking involves many resources and control components. Prior eﬀorts often
focused on individual resources (as summarized in
Table 4). This is critical for a certain application set,
but signoring underlying inter-resource interactions.
Thus, more integrated mechanisms are required in
both hardware and software to curb performance interference due to resource contention, while maximizing its computing advantages.
Table 4 The targeted resource for partitioning in
GPU and related research
Resource type

Researches

Intra-SM Res.
Register
TLB
Cache, memory bandwidth
Page table walker

Context switch & swap (2014),
Chimera(2015)
SMK(2016), Warped-Slicer (2016)
RegMutex (2018)
MASK (2018)
MIG(2020)
Walker(2021)

SM
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device migration support (e.g., GPU passthrough)
to live-update the whole VM monitor in real time.
However, this method is ill-suited for type-1 hypervisors like Xen.
Container-based isolation relies on kernel features (e.g., Cgroup, namespace) to create an isolated environment for processes, instead of a complete OS. Therefore, containers do not require installation of separate guest operating systems, but
share the hardware and host OS kernel with each
other, as Fig. 1c depicts. In contrast to heavyweight, hypervisor-based technologies, containers
provide extremely fast instantiation times, small percontainer memory footprint, and consequently high
density on a single machine (Manco et al., 2017).
However, ﬂexibility is accompanied by weaker isolation and security vulnerabilities compared to VMs.
To further satisfy the tight constraints in
startup delay and resource usage of container-based
serverless models, Boucher et al. (2018) proposed a
restructuring of the serverless model using sharedprocess execution and language-based compile-time
isolation guarantees.
It exploits the merits of
Rust language (a type-safe system-programming language) to provide security and isolation when consolidating multiple jobs into a single process. The
invocation delay under language-based isolation is at
least on magnitude better than that under processbased isolation, which facilitates ﬁner-grained resource accounting scheduling. With the same aim,
SAND (Akkus et al., 2018) adopts two isolation levels, wherein diﬀerent applications are isolated using containers, but concurrent invocations within the
same application are only isolated by processes.

2.1.3 Isolation at the virtualization level
Apart from the isolation mechanisms supported
by hardware, VM-based (virtual machine) and
container-based techniques are also widely deployed
to encapsulate applications in a multi-tenant environment.
VM-based isolation relies on the virtualization
layer (e.g., hypervisor) to interact with a host operating system (i.e., hosted virtualization, see Fig. 1a)
or to manage all hardware directly (i.e., bare metal
virtualization, see Fig. 1b), but both modes partition physical resources in terms of virtual resources
across guest operating systems (i.e., VMs).
With supervisory privileges over the entire machine, the hypervisor supervises and multiplexes
multiple VMs, and seeks to enforce strong separation
policies and ﬁnite boundaries so that VMs can operate separately. However, the induced overhead is so
high (e.g., long VM boot-times) that consolidation
capacity is limited. To deal with it, ukvm (Williams
and Koller, 2016) implements a specialized unikernel
monitor on top of KVM and uses MirageOS unikernels to achieve 10 ms boot times. lightVM (Manco
et al., 2017) transforms the centralized control of
Xen to distributed control and uses unikernels to
achieve fast instantiation times for specialized applications (as little as 2.3 ms), small per-instance memory footprints, and high density on a single machine.
It presents the possibility of simultaneously retaining
good isolation and performance on par or better than
containers. To alleviate the overhead of current live
update methods (e.g., kernel live patching, VM live
migration), Orthus (Zhang et al., 2019) adopts the
VM monitor live upgrade technique, which relies on
VM grafting between two KVM kernel instances and
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In contrast, to allow applications that require kernel customization to run in containers, X-

Application

Application

Guest OS

Guest OS

Application

Application

Virtual
Hardware

Virtual
Hardware

Guest OS

Guest OS

Application

Application

Virtual Machine2

Virtual
Hardware

Virtual
Hardware

Dependencies

Dependencies

Virtual Machine2

System-level
Container1

System-level
Container2

Virtual Machine1

Hardware-level Hypervisor (e.g.kvm)

Virtual Machine1

Host Operating System

Bare metal Hypervisor(e.g. Xen)

Host Operating System

Physical Hardware

Physical Hardware

Physical Hardware

(b)

(c)

(a)

Fig. 1 Hardware-level hypervisor (a, b) vs. system-level container (c)
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Containers (Shen et al., 2019) provide a Library OS
execution environment to support concurrent multiprocessing. It transforms a system call to a function
call without hardware-assisted virtualization, which
improves both container isolation and application
performance, but it takes longer time to boot and
has a larger memory footprint. For data-intensive
serverless computing, Faaslets (Shillaker and Pietzuch, 2020) adopts a new isolation abstraction to
coordinate with eﬃcient state sharing across functions. On one hand, it leverages the software-based
fault isolation provided by WebAssembly and Linux
Cgroups, and oﬀers a memory safety guarantee and
resource isolation. On the other hand, it adopts
a two-tier state architecture to support eﬃcient local/global state access among functions.
Apart from container-based isolation between
functions, nightCore (Jia and Witchel, 2021) uses
optimizations including a fast path for internal function calls, low-latency message channels for IPC, efﬁcient threading for I/O, and function executions
with dynamic concurrency to eliminate invocation
overheads (<100 µs). However, nightCore assumes
an individual worker server can hold most function
containers from a single application, which results in
lower scalability for large-scale applications such as
microservices.
Summary
These two technologies provide
system-level schemes to guarantee an execution environment and resource isolation, but both come
with corresponding tradeoﬀs that have to be considered with respect to application-speciﬁc requirements. Table 5 displays a comparison of isolation
solutions in serverless computing. In the context of
serverless computing, strict requirements for function startup delay motivates the optimization and
evolution of both. For example, the 100ms startup
delay is expensive for microservices, which typically
have sub-millisecond demand. Beyond virtual machines and containers, other works have proposed
the use of minimalistic kernels to provide lightweight
virtualization, like unikernel (Madhavapeddy and
Scott, 2014; Cadden et al., 2020) and Exokernel (Engler et al., 1995). We include it in Table 5.

Table 5 Isolation approaches for serverless computing(Shillaker and Pietzuch, 2020)

Resource isolation
Memory safety
Eﬃci. state sharing
Shared ﬁlesystem
Startup delay (ms)
Mem. footprint

2.2 Resource management at the machine
level
Apart from the aforementioned isolation techniques at the micro-architecture level, contention

VMs

Container

Unikernel

Yes
Yes
No
No
100
MBs-GBs

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
10s
MBs

Yes
Yes
No
No
10
KBs

management through software-based approaches at
the system level have also been widely explored.
Task (or thread) scheduling optimizations targeting diﬀerent resources, heterogeneous OS design and
inter-VM performance coordination are discussed.
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2.2.1 Scheduling against hardware resources
Along with the evolution of modern hardware
structures, such as Multi/Many-core processors, Simultaneous Multi-threading Technology (SMT), and
non-uniform memory access (NUMA), new optimization methods are proposed.
1. Simultaneous multithreading (SMT)
To overcome the symbiosis analysis overhead,
Eyerman and Eeckhout (2010) adopted an analytic
model that relies on the cycle per instruction (CPI)
stack of each application to predict the performance
loss when co-located. A CPI stack breaks down the
execution cycles into various components and quantiﬁes how much time is spent due to each event. The
model interprets the normalized CPI components
as probabilities, and calculates the probabilities of
events that cause interference. However, the inputs
to the model are generated using complex new hardware, which is not supported by current processors.
In comparison to the CPI approach, Zhang et al.
(2014) pointed out that the interference on diﬀerent
shared resources do not correlate with each other,
such as private caches and memory ports. This motivated them to decouple interference management
into multiple dimensions, in which the sensitivity
and contentiousness are respectively captured. Finally, a prediction model combining all dimensions
is adopted to guide task co-location. The model involves an oﬄine proﬁling phase that undermines its
adaptability.
To improve the utilization and throughput per
core with likely contention in mind, Snavely designed
an informed scheduler that selects the best thread
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combination to co-schedule based on a greedy exploration. The defect is obvious; the overhead increases
exponentially with the number of cores and tasks.
Similarly, Feliu et al. (2016) proposed a regressionbased symbolistic scheduling algorithm that uses
performance counters. Combined with the corresponding measures collected in single threaded (ST)
mode, the performance of co-located tasks is inferred
and corresponding scheduling is applied. Feliu et al.
(2016) also designed a transform method that infers
the measure in ST mode from that in SMT, which
avoids the oﬄine overhead.
2. Memory subsystem resources
Instead of methods targeting SMT, Tang et al.
(2011) demonstrated the impact of memory resource sharing (e.g., cache, memory bus) for data
center applications. They present a heuristicsbased thread-to-core mapping technique that enables
threads to run simultaneously in a constructive way,
e.g., minimizing coherence traﬃc. As for memory
bank/bus/row-buﬀer conﬂicts, O.Mutlu proposes a
parallelism-aware batch scheduling technique (PARBS) that combines batch DRAM request processing
and parallelism-aware scheduling policy to provide
fairness, starvation avoidance, and reduced memoryrelated stall-time of a given thread. In addition,
PAR-BS seamlessly incorporates support for systemlevel thread priorities and supports opportunistic
service (Mutlu and Moscibroda, 2008).
A key enabling factor of contention management
of shared resources is ﬁnding a metric that can reﬂect
their behavior consistently. To this end, Zhuravlev
et al. (2010) proposes a classiﬁcation-based threadto-core mapping algorithm through a comprehensive
analysis of related classiﬁcation methods, including
Stack Distance Competition (SDC) (Chandra et al.,
2005) and Solo Miss Rate (Knauerhase et al., 2008).
As a result, they found the solo LLC miss rate to
be the most accurate contention predicator for capturing memory controller contention behaviors and
prefetching-related resources. Based on this insight,
they further designed an online algorithm at user
level, Distributed Intensity (DI), to minimize overall
performance degradation.
3. NUMA
The above optimizations try to maximize beneﬁts by identifying symbiotic tasks in the context
of Uniform Memory Architecture (UMA). However,
in the NUMA context, a NUMA-agnostic scheduler
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fails to eliminate contention for resources like interdomain interconnect. Toward the goal of NUMAawareness, Blagodurov et al. (2010) proposed the
Distributed Intensity NUMA Online (DINO) algorithm based on work by Li et al. (2014). DINO
maintains local memory access via memory migration when threads move across NUMA domains, and
adopts a coarse grained migration-triggering scheme
to reduce unnecessary migrations. Furthermore, migration size strategies are evaluated to further alleviate interconnect pressures. Similar work can be
found in Goglin and Furmento (2009). Instead of
single bottleneck optimization, MihailPopov et al.
(2019) explored the combined optimization space of
thread scheduling, data mappings, NUMA degree
(i.e., the number of NUMA nodes used), and parallelism, based on reproduced interaction between system and application. In comparison, Mitosis (Achermann et al., 2020) mitigates the NUMA eﬀects on
page table walks by transparently replicating and
migrating page tables across sockets.
In short, NUMA-related scheduling optimizations are mainly concerned with thread-data aﬃnity
via memory migration. Prior research eﬀorts focus
on when, which, and where memory pages are to be
migrated, so that NUMA-agnostic overhead is alleviated.
4. Accelerators
Here, an accelerator here refers to a hardwarespecialized device to accelerate processing of certain
functions, such as GPU for graph processing, and
NPUs, TPUs for deep neural network inference acceleration. They are often coupled with a host processor via a PCIe bus. To make best use of them,
workloads are often split and oﬄoaded to them.
To make full use of SmartNIC, UNO (Le et al.,
2017) is an SDN-controlled network function (NF)
oﬄoad architecture, but works independently from
central control. It employs an integer linear programming formulation to locally determine the subsets of switching and NFs oﬄoaded to SmartNIC to
minimize host resource usage while accounting for
PCIe bandwidth limitations. It allows NF migration
by periodically re-running the placement algorithm
based on updated states. If the new solution is better
(i.e., lower host resource utilization), it identiﬁes the
set of NFs by resolving a graph cut problem, and ofﬂoads them to SmartNIC. For real-time deep neural
network (DNN) model inference jobs, Fowers et al.
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(2018) oﬄoad workloads to a specialized FPGA to
cater to the low latency and model ﬂexibility requirement.
Nowadays, the GPU has become one of the most
popular options for deep learning applications. However, on-board GPU memory can barely satisfy the
increasing requirement for training. To tackle this
issue, vDNN (Rhu et al., 2016) chooses the input of
the convolution layer as a swapping target to CPU
memory, and expects to increase the overlap of swapping with convolution layer computation. SuperNeurons (Wang et al., 2018) also avoids recomputation
of the convolution layer to reduce overhead. However, it performs layer-wise GPU memory management based on computation graph analysis prior to
execution, which is coarse-grained with high operational overhead. In comparison, Capuchin (Peng
et al., 2020) performs tensor-granularity swapping
to CPU memory or tensor recomputation to reduce
the GPU side memory footprint. It tracks the tensor
access pattern during training to identify tensors to
be swapped (e.g., after an access to itself). In addition, it decides which optimization technique to perform based on estimating which computation time
and swapping time is more beneﬁcial.

in press

tion time, deadlines, and per-kernel work completion
rates, and relies on stream inspection to adjust job
priorities dynamically for GPU processing. In contrast to other eﬀorts, Lax achieves concurrent kernel
scheduling at microsecond timescale.
Targeting GPU servers consisting of multiple
GPUs, various scheduling methods are proposed
to distribute GPU resources between applications.
Rain in Sengupta et al. (2013) adopts a two-layer
scheduling architecture comprising a server-level balancer and a GPU-level scheduler. The former distributes workload across GPUs based on the load
value per GPU. The latter multiplexes individual
GPUs among applications. Similarly, Strings (Sengupta et al., 2014) adopts a metric least-attainedservice to achieve load balancing across GPUs, but
co-locates applications with complementary behaviors on the same GPU. However, the estimation of
resource usage before the execution of one application is inadequate due to the varied GPU utilization.
As a complement to the above approaches, DCUDA
(Guo et al., 2019) supports live migration of running
applications from overloaded GPUs to underloaded
GPUs, while maintaining the same runtime environment and associated data.
5. Summary
(1) I/O performance tends to be a bottleneck
in computation oﬄoading models, due to factors
like an agnostic PCIe network topology (corresponding characteristics) and asymmetric performance between the host and accelerators. Eﬃcient I/O control
should sidestep the host CPU, allowing accelerator
access to the I/O device directly. (2) The two-layer
scheduling architecture with a well-designed crosslayer coordination is promising for servers with multiple accelerators, which could guarantee resource
utilization and application QoS simultaneously.
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To coordinate GPU underutilization and application QoS, Baymax (Chen et al., 2016) pre-trains regression models to predict job execution time. Based
on predictions, it re-orders tasks issued to the accelerator, accounting for PCIe bus contentions, thus
preventing latency-sensitive jobs from missing QoS
targets. Similarly, Prophet (Chen et al., 2017) uses
oﬄine proﬁling and prediction models to co-locate
kernels for higher GPU utilization and QoS. However, both of these modols rely on CPU-side software
schedulers, which are insensitive to dynamic behaviors inside the GPU or have inevitable host-device
overhead. For tasks with a smaller degree of parallelism, Pagoda (Yeh et al., 2017) relies on a MasterKernel running on the GPU side to support concurrent
GPU task scheduling on an SM (streaming multiprocessor) and pipelined task spawning, scheduling,
and execution. It leverages TaskTable with lazy update to coordinate task spawning and scheduling between the CPU and GPU with reduced handshaking
overhead. Lax (Yeh et al., 2021) proposes a GPU
oﬄoading scheme for latency-sensitive jobs. This
scheme designs a laxity-aware stream scheduler that
takes into consideration the jobs’ remaining execu-

2.2.2 Operating systems for heterogenous computers
The end of Dennard scaling and the dark silicon eﬀect are driving the development of specialized,
power-eﬃcient processor architectures. The heterogeneous computer is becoming a new norm to support wider applications. In this section, we investigate research on OS designs targeting diﬀerent types
of hardware.
1. Multi-core processor
For managing mutiprocessors with heterogenous
CPU cores, Helios (Nightingale et al., 2009) estab-
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lishes a uniform set of OS abstractions, with minimal hardware primitives called satellite kernels running on each CPU core, to perform resource management independently. It applies an extended messagepassing scheme to achieve inter- and intra-kernel
communication, and introduces an aﬃnity value to
assist in placement of applications, accounting for
their dependency or interference. Helios is also well
suited for programmable devices, such as GPUs and
NICs. Similarly, Barrelﬁsh (Baumann et al., 2009)
adopts a multi-kernel design, acting as a distributed
system to support heterogeneous cores. Another
microkernel-based OS, M3 (Asmussen et al., 2016),
integrates cores and memories into a network-on-chip
(NoC) and uses a per-core data transfer unit (DTU,
a hardware component) to abstract away the heterogeneity, and thus allows uniform control of diﬀerent
cores. Speciﬁcally, isolation is enforced per kernel
at the NoC-level by controlling respective DTUs, instead of within the core. In theory, the design of M3
is general for any kind of processor, such as GPUs or
FPGAs. Tangram (Pothukuchi et al., 2019) is a similar spirt. It explores integrated resource control in
heterogeneous computers via inter-controller coordination in diﬀerent subsystems (e.g., CPU, GPU).
2. Memory
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DRAM) between part of OS-visible memory for high
memory footprint workloads and cache modes to
adapt changing workload behavior. Klocs (Kannan
et al., 2021) presents a new OS abstraction to systematically group kernel objects with similar hotness, reuse, and liveness, achieving eﬃcient tiering.
Speciﬁcally, it leverages data structures extended
with a list of pointers to knodes touched by each
CPU to quickly ascertain kernel object page hotness/coldness without page table walking. In practice, Klocs aims to increase direct allocations of kernel objects of an active knode to faster memory, reducing slow-to-fast memory migration.
3. GPU
To move the GPU into the direct control of the
OS, Rossbach et al. (2011) claimed that modern OSs
lack abstractions for supporting interactive applications that use GPUs. Because the traditional input/output control (ioctl)-oriented interface hinders
direct OS management of the GPU, the resulting excessive data movement across the user/kernel boundary limits the full potential of the GPU. Thus, Rossbach et al. (2011) proposed a new set of OS abstractions for GPUs (and other accelerators) called the
PTask API. PTask promotes GPUs from I/O devices
to a general-purpose, shared compute resource, managed by the OS, instead of vendor-supplied drivers
and user-mode runtimes. To simplify task oﬄoading,
PTask adopts a dataﬂow programming model to organize ptasks in the form of a directed acyclic graph,
which is coordinated by the OS scheduler with guaranteed fairness and isolation. In contrast, dCUDA
(Gysi et al., 2016) enhances the fork-join oﬄoading model in CUDA (Compute Uniﬁed Device Architecture) with remote memory access capabilities
in MPI, providing an abstraction for overlapping remote memory accesses with concurrent computation.
Similar work can be found in rCUDA (Castelló et al.,
2018), which provides a virtualization layer for interGPU operations in a cluster.
Solros (Min et al., 2018) presents a data-centric
OS architecture, which delegates I/O services of accelerators (e.g., GPU) to the host processor, facilitating coordination among accelerators and I/O devices based on system-wide knowledge. Speciﬁcally,
it exploits characteristics of the PCIe network to
transfer data among accelerators, and employs a ring
buﬀer to reconcile the high concurrency of accelerators. Solros designs a ﬁle system service to decide
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Current systems tend to combine diﬀerent memory technologies for balanced optimization of latency, bandwidth, and cost. For heterogenous memory management (e.g., 3D-stacked DRAM and nonvolatile memory) in a virtualized environment, HeteroOS (Kannan et al., 2017) exposes memory heterogeneity to a guest-OS, and combines an application’s
memory usage pattern to provide OS-level memory
placement, coupled with an extended Least Recently
Used (LRU)-based page type-aware replacement
(e.g., I/O, heap page) and DRF-based memory typeaware resource sharing algorithm, avoiding expensive page migrations. Conversely, the guest-OS also
coordinates with the hyper-visor with applicationspeciﬁc information for page hotness tracking. Currently, HeteroOS lacks page type-speciﬁc promotion/demotion policies for multi-level memory, and
the software approach for hotness tracking has high
overhead. Chameleon (Kotra et al., 2018) adopts
OS-hardware co-design where two new processor ISA
instructions are introduced for the OS to communicate with hardware, which dynamically reconﬁgures regions in heterogeneous memory (i.e., stacked
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whether to perform peer-to-peer communication or
host-side buﬀered I/O, and provides load balancing
for the shared listening socket from multiple accelerators by rule-based packet forwarding. More eﬀorts
with respect to GPU virtualization can be found in
Hong et al. (2017).
4. FPGA
Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) enable tremendous improvements in performance and
energy eﬃciency for many applications, but remain
diﬃcult to program, deploy, and securely manage
due to a lack of a uniﬁed abstraction. Feniks (Zhang
et al., 2017) provides abstracted interfaces for FPGA
accelerators (i.e., functions oﬄoaded to FPGA) while
hiding underlying hardware details. It exploits the
memory-mapped PCIe conﬁguration space address
to support direct access to other devices over PCIe.
Resources on other servers can also be accessed based
on an RDMA NIC through cloud networks. Cloud
users can request FPGA resources based on application requirements via a centralized controller. Korolija et al. (2020) discuss the challenges for OS design on FPGAs compared with other processor architectures, like GPUs. They propose Coyote, which
combines a tight set of OS abstractions in a single uniﬁed runtime for FPGA-based applications. It
provides essential functions on which other services
reside, including virtual memory management, an
analog of software processes or tasks for user logic,
scheduling, etc. Speciﬁcally, it relies on a runtime
manager on the host CPU to schedule tasks across
virtual FPGAs (vFPGAs) or by reconﬁguring a vFPGA if required. The kernel driver undertakes the
handling of TLB misses in a vFPGA and the allocation of physical memory by creating virtual memory mappings for the user logic and application CPU
code. Zha and Li (2021) present a hybrid abstraction
scheme that provides a homogeneous view of the heterogeneous cloud FPGAs to substantially reduce the
resource management complexity. It is instructive
for an FPGA OS design.
5. Summary
Typically, accelerators run as peripheral devices
that are connected with the host CPU via PCIe,
and lack the resource management support in conventional OSs. As Fig. 2 depicts, OS-level resource
abstractions like process, IPC (interprocess communication), and ﬁle service are absent in a GPU, which
will impede its adaptation scope. The same applies

to other accelerators. Prior eﬀorts have created and
applied proposals in OSs to manage resources in accelerators, but often focus on individual resource abstraction and lack integrated solutions.
Application
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Fig. 2 Technology stacks for CPU vs GPU programs. OS-level and user-mode runtime abstractions
for GPU programs is absent

2.2.3 Virtualization level
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In a virtualized environment, there is a symbiotic problem in VM scheduling. Xu et al. (2013)
note, a non-complementary VM-based workload pattern on shared processors can cause long-tail latency.
The key component underlying this problem is the
VM scheduler.
Cherkasova et al. (2007) performed an in-depth
analysis and comparison of three CPU schedulers
in Xen, and veriﬁed that the choices of VM scheduler and corresponding parameter conﬁguration are
closely related to application performance. As for
NUMA, virtualization poses additional challenges
in user-level optimization, due to the disconnect
between NUMA topology and the guest OS. To
deal with this issue, Rao et al. (2013) incorporated
NUMA-awareness into VM-level scheduling relying
on a hardware metric (called uncore penalty) to
dynamically adjust the vCPU-to-core assignment.
Targeting the runtime overhead, Tableau in Vanga
et al. (2018) designs a table-driven VM scheduler
that enables high VM-density while maintaining a
predictable scheduling delay for every VM. Tabelau
adopts a decoupled design, wherein the table generator takes system-wide information into consideration, such as when VMs are created, torn down,
or reconﬁgured, and feeds the generated table to
the vCPU dispatcher for resource assignment. Currently, Tableau merely concerns CPU scheduling, regardless of other sources which contributes to performance variability, such as cache interference. Alternatively, Zhao and Cabrera (2018) proposed a
cross-layer scheduling architecture to support communication and coordination between host-level and
guest-level VM schedulers, which enables dynamic
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time-sensitive computing.
In short, with a higher layer, VM scheduling
focuses on CPU multiplexing among VMs, and pays
less attention to micro-architecture-level resources
and the performance impact.
2.3 Interference detection and correction

et al. (2010) relies on a hardware-based mechanism
that continuously monitors and estimates slowdowns
of co-running applications, and accounts for multiple shared resources (cache, DRAM bus/bank/rowbuﬀer). Given this estimation, memory request rates
are adjusted collectively to restore fairness.
Controller

In addition to the interference awareness in the
task scheduling phase, interference detection and
performance correction at runtime are also important in the shared cloud. We introduce related research work in this section.
1. Proﬁle-based
Program proﬁling is a form of dynamic program
analysis that measures the space (e.g., memory requirements) or time (e.g., execution time) complexity to provide insight into execution behaviors. Here,
aggregated proﬁling information (e.g., performance
model) guides performance compensation. Bitirgen
et al. (2008) adopt an ensemble of artiﬁcial neural
networks (ANNs) to model each application’s performance as a function of underlying resource states.
The model is employed at runtime to guide adaptive
resource allocation. However, model training overhead is prohibitively high with increasingly diverse
applications.
In contrast, Dirigent (Zhu and Erez, 2016) monitors the LS execution process by sampling runtime status in the form of htime stamp, Retried
Instructioni. To predict the actual progress, data are
compared against oﬄine records, the actual progress
is predicted. Subsequently, resources are reallocated
between LS and BE jobs via DVFS and Intel CAT.
Subramanian et al. (2015) designed an online slowdown estimation model, which takes the cache access rate as a performance proxy, and estimates corresponding measurement of the application in solo
mode. This model can be further used to guide cache
and memory bandwidth partitioning in a slowdownaware manner, but it needs additional registers to
store collected data.
2. Feedback-based
Generally, feedback refers to a closed-loop control procedure, where the latest monitored signal
(i.e., performance proxy) is fed back periodically, and
compared with a predeﬁned value to adjust any deviations. Thereby, enforcement can be carried out
to ensure that the task’s performance varies within
an acceptable range, as Fig. 3 shows. Ebrahimi

Coordination
policies

Proxy Monitor
·OS interface
·Performance counter
·Additional hardware

Task Queue
thread1

Enforcement
gThread migration
gRate-throttling
gDVFS ...

C1 C2
C3 C4

thread2

Ă
C5 C6

L3
cache

C7 C8

L3
cache

Memory Node #2

Memory Node #1

CMP

Fig. 3 The overview of feedback-based mechanisms.
The monitor collects resource states and application
performance data, which are fed to the control plane.
The controller performs resource adjustment according to a certain policy
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Following the same spirit of coordination, Lo
et al. (2015) designed a feedback-based performance control scheme, Heracles, which conducts
coordinated management by relying on four software/hardware mechanisms to guarantee LS performance and resource utilization simultaneously.
These mechanisms include core isolation using
cgroups/cpuset, CAT and power-related DVFS, and
System on Chip Running Average Power Limit
(RAPL). As for network bandwidth, ﬂow controlling tools (e.g., tc) are adopted, as described in section 2.4. Alternatively, based on the monitored cache
miss rates and bus contention, Bhadauria and McKee (2010) proposed a feedback-based scheduler to
enable application-to-core mapping reconﬁguration.
Google’s Xiao Zhang et al. adopted the Circles Per
Instruction (CPI) as the interference proxy (Zhang
et al., 2013), but it entails cross-node CPI collection
and distribution at the cluster level.
In contrast, Merlin (Tembey et al., 2014)
attempts to manage resource shares in a more
holistic manner, involving LLC, a memory bandwidth/controller, and interconnects. Brieﬂy, it relies on a performance counter to approximate usage (e.g., approximating L3 usage as L2 misses –
L3 misses). These metrics are tracked as proxies
for resource reconﬁguration on-the-ﬂy, wherein Merlin always applies lowest cost reallocation, including
CPU capping, vCPU migration across NUMA nodes,
and memory page migration. To address the same
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problems in a virtualized environment, Zhu et al.
(2017) adopts token-bucket rate-limiting to consolidate workloads by simultaneously considering the
r –b curves (r refers to rate limit, b refers to bucket
size) for all workloads. Particularly, r and b can
be dynamically reconﬁgured to accommodate varied interference intensity, but it only takes network
bandwidth into consideration.
3. Summary
A comparison of above approaches is presented
in Table 6. Overall, several challenges remain. First,
the eﬀectiveness of diﬀerent hardware and software
control varies, and is often application-dependent.
For example, cache warmup usually takes tens of
milliseconds to take eﬀect, whereas DVFS costs only
several microseconds (Hsu et al., 2015). Second, because contention shifting across resources exists due
to workload dynamics, an requires integrated strategy is required to deal with it. Thus, the strategy
space for diﬀerent mechanism combinations must be
explored to cater to application diversity. Third,
hardware performance counters proved eﬀective in
capturing the complex interaction between hardware and applications, and can drive performance
enhancement.

Signiﬁcant eﬀort has been applied to achieve
networking acceleration. One line of inquiry aims
at moving networking to the user space (Kapoor
et al., 2012; Jeong et al., 2014; Kalia et al., 2019),
whereas other research oﬄoads networking to specialized adapters (Kalia et al., 2016; Ibanez et al.,
2019; Moon et al., 2020), or employs SmartNICs
to satisfy the performance requirements of various
applications by tuning network conﬁgurations (Firestone et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2019).
To highlight contributions to end-to-end application latency of diﬀerent components in the network
stack, Kapoor et al. (2012) thoroughly analyzed the
latency sources, as Table 7 shows. It is clear that kernel latency constitutes a large portion of end-to-end
application latency (86%–95%). To eliminate the
latency overhead due to kernel processing, Chronos
(Kapoor et al., 2012) moves request handling logic
out of the kernel to the user space, and relies on
zero-copy, kernel-bypass network APIs, which are
supported by commodity server NICs. Jeong et al.
(2014) built a user-level TCP stack that translates
multiple expensive system calls into a single shared
memory reference, and integrates packet- and ﬂowlevel event batching. Kalia et al. (2019) presented
eRPC which uses user space networking and polling
to eliminate overhead due to interrupts and system
calls from the datapath. In addition to performance
improvement, the above schemes are still subject to
system overhead because of the software-only and
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In this section, we review network-related isolation methods in the data center (DC), including
networking acceleration and bandwidth isolation.

Table 6 Strengths and weaknesses of performance compensation methods at the machine level
Approach

Strengths

Weakness

Proﬁle-based

High accuracy
Good compensation quality

Time-consuming and low scalability

Sensitive to performance variance
Good eﬀectiveness

High overhead due to continuous monitoring

Feedback-based

Table 7 Breakdowns of latency sources in data center application (Memcached is used)
Component

Description

DC Fabric

Endhost
Application

Mean latency (µs)

99%ile latency (µs)

Overall share

Propagation delay
Single switch
Network path

<1
1–4
6

–
40–60
150

–
1%
7%

Network serialization
DMA
Kernel (incl.lock contention)

1.3
2.6
76

1.3
2.6
1200–2500

1.4%
3%
86–95%

Memcached
Total latency

2
88

3
1356–2656

2%
100%
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CPU-based implementation.
Co-designing distributed systems with network
hardware (e.g., RDMA, FPGA) is a well-known technique to improve performance. Fasst (Kalia et al.,
2016) designs an all-to-all RPC system by using
RDMA’s datagram transport which bypasses remote
the CPU and saves round-trip time. Diﬀerent from
Fasst’s remote CPU bypassing, L-NIC (Ibanez et al.,
2019) aims to bring a message into the CPU as fast
as possible. Thus, it co-designs the NIC and CPU
by directly placing packet data into a CPU register,
bypassing the cache hierarchy. Instead of RDMA,
AccelTCP (Moon et al., 2020) presents a dual-stack
TCP design, which partially oﬄoads stateful TCP
operations (e.g., connection setup and teardown) to
the NIC stack, thus saving the compute cycles and
memory bandwidth.
As the network bandwidth in the data center
grows continuously and new application paradigms
emerge, there is increasing computational demand.
Consequently, apart from the multicore SoC-based
NIC techniques (as discussed above), more research
eﬀorts are focusing on customized hardware (e.g.,
FPGA) for higher throughput and lower latency.
Accelnet (Firestone et al., 2018) oﬄoads host networking to an FPGA-based SmartNIC, which embraces both software-like programmability (e.g., supporting SDN workload over time) and hardwarelike performance. Targeting microservices with submillisecond RPC latency, Dagger (Lazarev et al.,
2021) not only oﬄoads the entire RPC stack to the
FPGA-based NIC, but also adopts a new communication interface with the host CPU via memory
interconnects instead of PCIe buses, and migrates
the overhead of the latter, such as memory synchronizations.
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shared environments and undermine DC availability. The kernel-supported traﬃc control mechanism,
the qdisc (?) scheduler, can be used to enforce bandwidth limits for outgoing traﬃc. For example, Heracles (Lo et al., 2015) adopts the hierarchical token
bucket (HTB) queueing discipline to limit the maximum traﬃc burst rate for BE jobs. However, ingress
network bandwidth management is not considered.
In contrast, EyeQ (Jeyakumar et al., 2013) provides
a protocol-independent solution based on end-to-end
feedback methods. It relies on the feedback messages from receiving ends to adjust the bandwidth
allocation between entities (e.g., VMs) in the transmitting ends. Thus, the convergence speed may be
delayed due to stale message or loss caused by congestion. Similarly, NUMFabric (Nagaraj et al., 2016)
adopts two logical layers to maximize network utilization and achieves optimal bandwidth allocation
across competing ﬂows. Speciﬁcally, the upper layer
manages information communication among sources
(or application ﬂows), and dynamically computes the
weights for each ﬂow. The bottom layer carries out
network-wide rate allocation, and relies on both a
Weighted fair queuing (WFQ)-based packet scheduling scheme at the switch and rate control at the host.
It provides a uniﬁed framework that allows an operator to optimize for diﬀerent service-level objectives
(e.g., weighted fairness), and minimize ﬂow completion times. We can see that the NUMFabric design
follows a network-wide coordination principle that
involves the switches and end hosts. In contrast,
Sharma et al. (2020) proposed a packet scheduler
based on calendar queue to support adaptive priority
at the switch level, facilitate the adoption of multiple
scheduling policies with improved inter-ﬂow fairness.
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As another aspect of a DC network, network
bandwidth isolation at the NIC-level is critical,
because traﬃc congestion would adversely aﬀect
Centralized
Delay scheduling in
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Two-level
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Summary (1) Along with increasing network
speed, the network stack contributes signiﬁcantly to
end-to-end latency. Consequently, kernel-bypassing,
CPU-bypass methods are proposed. (2) To save
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Fig. 4 The architectural shift of scheduling systems
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more CPU and memory bandwidth for applications,
multicore SoC-and FPGA-based NIC design techniques draw more attention, which often comes with
a hardware/software co-design principle that unleashes beneﬁts of customized hardware for network
acceleration. (3) Network bandwidth allocation is a
cluster-wide optimization problem that involves each
interconnected machine. The feedback-based endto-end bandwidth isolation schemes are faced with
longer time to convergence, especially for shorter
tasks. Software-deﬁned network architecture provides a promising approach, which enables global coordination with various policies (Panda et al., 2017;
Zhou and Benson, 2019). We leave corresponding
exploration to interested readers.
In previous sections, we investigated schedulingrelated work within a single machine. In the next
section, we step up to the cluster level and investigate research eﬀorts regarding resource management
coordination.
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First, we focus on RMS scheduling architecture and algorithm design to deal with diﬀerent issues, such as scheduling delay and scheduling quality,
guaranteed QoS, and high resource utilization.
3.1 Scheduling Architectures

short tasks that are behind long ones to experience
a long scheduling delay due to resource starvation),
and feeble functionality for handling application diversity.
Notably, faced with this situation, Borg
embraces the decentralized principle in Omega
(Schwarzkopf et al., 2013), and allows the scheduler
to split into multiple replicates, with each working
on a local state copy. The state updates on the local and master side are coordinated by the Paxos
algorithm. In some way, this architecture shift reﬂects the requirement for new scheduling techniques.
Stemming from Borg and Omega, the current mainstream of “cloud-native” container platforms, Kubernetes (Kubernetes, 2020) also adopts a centralized
architecture, but with a distinct design paradigm,
as known as microservices. In other words, multiple
separate, autonomous components are combined and
collaborate to achieve a desired behavior. For example, the control plane comprises multiple controllers,
with each managing a particular aspect of the cluster
state by interacting with the cluster API server.
For microservice applications in the cloud, centralized scheduling architecture is widely adopted to
maintain a global view of the microservice graph
and anticipate the impact of dependencies on end-toend performance. Examples include the systems in
Zhang et al. (2021), Qiu et al. (2020), and Kakivaya
et al. (2018). The same applies to heterogenous computing platforms and GPU cluster for DNN training
(Jeon et al., 2019). For example, E3 (Liu et al.,
2019) employs a central cluster resource controller
for traﬃc control, and microservice placement.
2. Two-level architecture
Another alternative in architecture evolution is
two-level architecture. This architecture type became widely deployed with the popularity of Mesos
(Hindman et al., 2011) and Yarn (Vavilapalli et al.,
2013). Taking Mesos as an example, the allocator at the cluster level adopts a centralized module to oﬀer resources to applications. Each scheduler on application side receives oﬀered resources
(step 2 in Fig. 5) and further partitions them to
diﬀerent tasks. To enable cooperation between these
two levels, Mesos provides a set of common interfaces, through which resources are oﬀered upward
and tasks are spawned downward. Due to the decoupled architecture, Mesos oﬀers better scalability
compared to the centralized model. However, this
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3 Cluster-level resource management

In recent years, scheduling architecture quickly
evolved, and several design models and corresponding systems have been developed, as Fig. 4 shows.
1. Centralized architecture
In a centralized architecture, the scheduler uses
a single, integrated scheduling logic for all applications (Mars and Tang, 2013; Verma et al., 2015).
As the ﬁrst container-management system in
Google, Borg (Verma et al., 2015) relies on Borgmaster to maintain cluster-wide states, and is responsible for selecting resources to meet job constraints.
It supports co-locating jobs with diﬀerent priorities, and the performance coordination is achieved
by priority-aware preemption. Additionally, it uses
equivalence classes for task performance/resource requirements and node score caching to reduce scheduling delay (i.e., the waiting time before getting resources). Generally, centralized mode favors the deployment of global policies. However, the drawbacks
lie in the head-of-line blocking eﬀect (which causes
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coarse-grained allocation is oblivious to speciﬁc resource demands and induces unavailability of surplus resources (as step 3 shows) at each allocation
(Schwarzkopf et al., 2013). In addition, low-level
resource status is unknown to the allocator, which
means that scheduling quality varies. In contrast,
Yarn adopts a request-based resource oﬀer method,
but also falls short of interference-awareness.
Apache Spark

Apache Flink

task 1 task 2
Scheduler
Interface for
Mesos

task 1 task 2
Scheduler
Interface for
Mesos
<task1,s1,2cpu.1GB,Ă>
<task2,s1,1cpu,2GB,...>

3

<s1,4cpu.4GB,...> 2

Allocator

<s1,4cpu.4GB,...> 1

4

<Spark,task1,2cpu.1GB,Ă>
<Spark,task2,1cpu,2GB,...>

Mesos Slave 1
Executor
Task

Task

Mesos
Master

Agent

Mesos Slave 2
Executor
Task

Task
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states of cluster nodes. Speciﬁcally, the number of
scheduler can adapt to load variation, which reduces
scheduling delay eﬀectively. However, its scheduling
quality is limited due to partial visibility of cluster
states, especially when faced with high load or high
task diversity. Inspired by Sparrow, Tarcil (Delimitrou et al., 2015) inherits the spirit of Sparrow and
Omega, but has a better tradeoﬀ between scheduling delay and quality. Speciﬁcally, it takes resource
preference and interference into account to enhance
scheduling quality, and combines state replicates and
sampling at each scheduler to work in parallel. One
key optimization compared with Sparrow lies in the
adaptive batch size regarding cluster load, which alleviates the visibility limitation. Generally, due to
the lack of central control and scheduling information, the distributed scheduling model is hampered
in applying global strategies, such as fairness and
priority.
5. Hybrid architecture
As mentioned above, the centralized and distributed scheduling models have pros and cons in
a complementary way. Naturally, as an alternative
to achieve the advantages of both worlds, a hybrid
scheduling scheme has come to researchers’ attention. Hawk (Delgado et al., 2015) presents a hybrid
model consisting of a centralized scheduler for long
jobs and several distributed schedulers for short jobs,
as Fig. 6 shows. To compensate the suboptimal decision made by a distributed scheduler, a work stealing
scheme is used at runtime. Based on Hawk, Delgado
(Delgado et al., 2016) coordinates the distributed
scheduler’s decision via a bit map, which is used to
identify whether a long job exists or not at a cluster
node.
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Fig. 5 The Mesos work flow
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3. Shared-state architecture
The decentralized model adopted by Borg is
similar in spirit to Omega (Schwarzkopf et al., 2013),
the next-generation scheduling system in Google.
Omega adopts a shared-state approach, which grants
each scheduler full access to all cluster resources. In
detail, when a scheduler makes a placement decision, it updates the local copy of the shared state in
a transaction fashion to ensure data consistency, and
any conﬂicts that occur are mediated by optimistic
concurrency control. Interestingly, the Omega schedulers can be implemented in a heterogenous way with
respect to scheduling policy, provided that common
rules are enforced for coordination. In practice, performance viability is ultimately determined by the
frequency of transaction failures and corresponding
costs. Microsoft’s Apollo (Boutin et al., 2014) shares
a common design, except that more local information
is involved in scheduling (e.g., queue time estimation
at each node), and the deferred correction scheme is
used for inter-scheduler coordination.
4. Distributed architecture
Instead of the shared state method, there is no
data plane in the distributed scheduling model. For
example, each Sparrow scheduler (Ousterhout et al.,
2013) applies batch sampling to retrieve resource

Coordinator
Distributed
scheduler #1

S

...

Distributed
scheduler #N

S

S

L

L
S

Centralized
scheduler
L

L

L

L
Short task
Server reserved for short tasks

L

...

Long task

Fig. 6 The diagram of Hawk. The centralized scheduler schedules long tasks with a global view, while the
distributed schedulers schedule short tasks

Mercury (Karanasos et al., 2015) proposes a uni-
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ﬁed approach that supports a broad range of scheduling modes, from centralized to distributed. In contrast to task classiﬁcation, Mercury divides cluster
resources into two types, guaranteed and queueable, which are allocated by the centralized and
distributed schedulers, respectively. Each Mercury
agent at each node undertakes interaction with applications and schedulers, and plays a mediator role
between them. Speciﬁcally, to overcome a suboptimal decision, an individual job provides task runtime
estimates for inter scheduler coordination, e.g., via
dynamic load partition. Phoenix (Thinakaran et al.,
2017) improves the existing hybrid schedulers by introducing the CRV_Monitor unit, which monitors
the resource supply and demands from incoming constrained jobs. It can take advantage of applicationspeciﬁc hardware accelerations like GPUs, FPGAs,
and job reordering in the worker-side queue to minimize tail latency. However, the sharing/multiplexing
policies of these accelerators is unexplored.
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contention control more explicit. Similarly, LegoOS
(Shan et al., 2018) disseminates traditional OS functionalities into loosely coupled monitors (i.e., schedulers), each of which runs on and manages only one
hardware component. The global resource manager
is responsible for coarse-grained decisions, while each
monitor makes its own ﬁne-grained resource decision.
Targeting AI applications, Ray (Moritz et al., 2018)
proposes a bottom-up distributed scheduler, where
tasks are submitted ﬁrst to a local scheduler at a
node, and forwarded to the global scheduler only if
the task requirements cannot be satisﬁed locally. Instead of relying on an OS scheduler, Avalon (Chen
et al., 2019) employs a scheduler at each node to
perform ﬁne-grained shared resource management,
based on both system load and the LS job requirements; any QoS violation can be detected and corrected quickly.
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6. Hierarchical architecture

In a shared cloud, performance coordination regarding co-located jobs is a pressing need. However, conventional cluster scheduling architecture is
designed with no such explicit intent, and lacks runtime knowledge at each machine, such as the processor architecture. In addition, the OS scheduler
lacks the ability to bear the responsibility. This motivates the design of the local scheduler per machine,
which presents a hierarchical scheduling architecture
combined with the global one(s).
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Radically, Monotasks (Ousterhout et al., 2017)
employs a per-resource scheduler, which makes the

Apart from the per-machine scheduler (diﬀerent
from the OS scheduler), RackSched (Zhu et al., 2020)
presents an inter server scheduler at rack level (in the
top-of-rack switch), which is integrated with intra
server scheduling in each server. It facilitates resource scaling out to hundreds or thousands of cores
in a rack, while achieving near-optimal performance
as centralized scheduling policies.
Along with the growth of the DC scale, especially the number of DCs owned by one company
(e.g., Facebook, Alibaba), a uniﬁed system that manages machines across DCs is required, to expand resource sharing scope and enable scheduling optimization with a broader view (Fuxi2.0, 2020; Kubernetes
Federation, 2020; Tang et al., 2020).

Table 8 Existing architectures and corresponding qualitative comparison
Types

Centralized

Two-level

Shared state

Distributed

Hybrid

Hierarchical

Systems

Torque (2006)
Borg(2015)
Kubernetes
(2020)

Mesos (2011)
Yarn (2013)

Omega
(2013)
Apollo
(2014)

Sparrow
(2013) Tarcil (2015)

Hawk
(2015)
Eagle
(2016)
Mercury (2015)

Fuxi2.0 (2020)
Twine
(2020)
RachSched
(2020)

Visitability

Global

Cluster-wide
policy
Scalability
Sched.delay
Sched.quality

Strict priority
(preemption)
Bad
High
Good

Partial (Mesos)
Global (Yarn)

Strict fairness
Medium
Low
Medium

Global

Partial

Priority
(preemption)
Good
Medium
Good

(Poor
port)
Best
Low
Bad

sup-

Global (central
compo.)
Partial
(distributed
compo.)
Priority
Load
balance
Good
Low
Medium

Global &Partial

Locality Priority
Good
Low-Medium
Good
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(Fuxi2.0, 2020) in Alibaba adopts an additional
federation layer above data centers to achieve crossDC scheduling, including data caching, service orchestration, and job placement. Thus, cross-DC
data dependency is resolved with better data locality, which saves network bandwidth. Naturally, it
adopts a decentralized architecture to support ultrascale federated DCs. Similarly, Kubernetes federation (Kubernetes Federation, 2020) achieves management of multiple clusters that rely on the cluster
registry to store per-cluster metadata, which serves
as a basis for developing multi-cluster controllers.
In contrast, Twine (Tang et al., 2020) in Facebook
scales out natively without an additional federation
layer. It manages millions of machines across clusters using a single management system, and adopts
the abstraction “entitlement” as the unit to allocate
machines from diﬀerent clusters to host a job. Different from Fuxi’s decentralized architecture, both
Kubernetes federation and Twine adopt centralized
architecture.
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3.2 Task-to-machine mapping schemes
If architecture is the “skeleton” of a scheduling
system, then the adopted algorithm or policy will be
the “soul”. Below we divide prior work on scheduling
algorithms into four categories based on the adopted
techniques.
1. Data mining-driven approaches
This line of study aims to extract patterns
and knowledge from previous resource management
records, and transform it into a comprehensible
structure to support scheduling decisions. DejaVu
(Vasić et al., 2012) adopts the K-means clustering algorithm to classify workloads to reuse the
cached results of previous decisions to minimize
scheduling overhead. It is suitable for applications
that follow a repeating pattern. However, for jobs
never encountered before, the modeling process is
time-consuming. Alternatively, Quasar (Delimitrou
and Kozyrakis, 2014) performs collaborative ﬁltering (CF, a data mining algorithm) to infer the scaleup/down gains, sensitivity to heterogeneity, and interference in each shared resource upon submitted
application. Measurements like interference sensitivity to shared resources are gathered via proﬁling
and rely on several carefully designed microbenchmarks, but it assumes that interference sensitivity
to diﬀerent shared resources can be characterized
independently, which neglects the complicated interaction among them.
Apart from inferring resource demand, Morpheus (Jyothi et al., 2016) provides support for SLO
inference for periodic jobs that rely on exploiting history data. The job resource model relies on a cost
function that combines the penalty of over/under allocation linearly. Based on the inference modules,
Morpheus adopts an online packing algorithm specialized for periodic jobs to conduct task-to-machine
mapping. Sinan (Zhang et al., 2021) leverages a convolution neural network (CNN) model and a boosted
trees (BT) model to automatically determine the impact of per-tier resource allocations on end-to-end
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7. Summary
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The existing scheduling models are demonstrated explicitly in Fig. 7, and respective features
are summarized in Table 8. We can see that the
scheduling system exhibits more hierarchies as the
cluster scales (out and up) over time. However, the
concern about scheduling quality and delay continues. Clearly, the decoupled design principle is ﬁnding its way into both horizontal design (e.g., Sparrow, Avalon) and vertical orchestration (e.g., Mesos,
Fuxi2.0, Twine). Overall, the following challenges
require more attention.
(1) How to eﬃciently coordinate various
scheduling behaviors of diﬀerent scheduler instances
or layers eﬃciently.
(2) How to design hierarchical scheduling policies to accommodate the increased system hierarchies.
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Fig. 7 Abstractions of existing scheduling architectures2: server, S: scheduler, RS: Rack-level scheduler
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latency. Based on the latency predication, it will adjust resources to each tier periodically to avoid any
QoS violations. Diﬀerent from Morpheus, the training dataset is collected using a space exploration algorithm to cover possible resource allocations, which
requires lots of eﬀort on each deployed application.
Additionally, it also needs to query resource states
where each microservice runs in each decision interval, which may induce high costs.
Overall, the above approaches navigate the
tradeoﬀs in scheduling algorithm design by adopting data mining on previous resource allocations.
In short, Quasar trades scheduling delay for better
execution environments (Delimitrou and Kozyrakis,
2014), and Morpheus (Jyothi et al., 2016) aims to
ease the tension between high cluster utilization and
a job’s performance predictability. In the microservice context, the accuracy of latency prediction and
resource adjustment become more important.
2. Linear programming-driven approach
This line of work attempts to transform the resource allocation process into a linear programming
(LP) problem. The LP problem encodes the pursued
objective as a cost function, taking into account resource capacity constraints or requirements as linear equality and inequality. Curino et al. (2014)
try to theoretically formalize resource allocation as a
Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) problem
that captures the job’s parallelism and demand constraints. In practice, they rely on greedy heuristics
to construct or update the allocation plan on the ﬂy
in response to new job admissions and cluster state
changes. Production and best-eﬀort jobs can be arbitrated simultaneously. Jyothi et al. (2016) relies
on LP to capture resource usage patterns in periodic
jobs and derive a resource provisioning model. Particularly, over-allocation and under-allocation penalties are formalized as the cost function to improve
resource eﬃciency.
In a similar way, Tumanov et al. (2016) translate the resource requirements of multiple jobs into
a MILP problem and adopt a MILP solver to reevaluate the plan at each scheduling cycle. Optimus
(Peng et al., 2018) adopts an online ﬁtting model
to learn the convergence curve of one deep learning
job running on the GPU server, and reﬂects resource
allocation as a non-linear integer programming problem based on a resource-to-speed model. It quantizes
the performance impact of GPU allocation by pre-

dicting the job completion time with diﬀerent numbers of allocated GPUs,
In a nutshell, linear programming formulation is
a useful formal tool for studying the solution space,
but it is not practical for online scenarios due to the
limited scalability of both the number of jobs and
cluster scale.
3. Bin-packing-driven approaches
In this category, task scheduling is represented
as a multi-dimensional bin-packing problem, which
abstracts a single server accounting for diﬀerent resource types as a bin, and tasks with various resource
demands as items to be packed. Tetris (Grandl et al.,
2014) adopts heuristics for resource scheduling in the
multidimensional bin-packing problem for resource
scheduling. Speciﬁcally, Tetris learns task requirements, tr , and monitors available resources at machines mr . The packing heuristic projects tr and mr
into a Euclidean space to pick the htask, machinei
pair with the highest dot product value. It can improve average job completion time by serving jobs
ﬁrst that have less remaining work. Speciﬁcally,
Tetris uses parameter f (lies between 0 and 1) as
the knob to tradeoﬀ negligible fairness for makespan
when it selects the next task.
Based on Tetris, Graphene (Grandl et al.,
2016b) performs Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)
structure analysis and task proﬁling to identify longrunning tasks and tasks with tough-to-pack resource
demands in a job with a heterogenous DAG. Accordingly, the DAG is divided into subsets of tasks. Each
subset is scheduled at a time using bin-packing following a strict resource order.
From the work on Tetris by R.Grandl, we see
that the main eﬀorts are spent on DAG scheduling,
and multiple objectives are optimized by combining
diﬀerent policies, but the complex interplay of colocated tasks because of resource contention are not
considered.
4. Network-driven approaches
Below we detail network-based solutions to conduct task-to-machine placement. Two lines of work
are included, the min-cost max-ﬂow (MCMF) optimization over a graph and neural network-based
deep learning techniques.
In 2009, Isard from Microsoft introduced the
network ﬂow-based algorithm, Quincy, which represents task scheduling as a MCMF optimization problem on a graph. The edge weights and capacities are
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Fig. 8 Load-spreading policy in Firmament with a
single cluster aggregator (X) and costs proportional
to the number of tasks per machine (M) (Gog et al.,
2016)

used to enforce scheduling policies, by encoding the
application requirements of data locality and fairness (Isard et al., 2009). Firmament (Gog et al.,
2016) retains the advantages of Quincy, but achieves
much lower placement latency. Instead of relying
on edge weights and capacities to express scheduling policies, it uses aggregators to support network
bandwidth-aware policy, load-spreading policy, and
others. Fig. 8 depicts the load-spreading policy,
where weights at edges denote the number of running tasks at corresponding machines. Moreover, it
combines two MCMF algorithms, relaxation and incremental cost scaling to address placement latency.
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agement systems and decision-making policies. The
authors translated the problem of packing tasks with
multiple resource demands into a learning problem
and built DeepRM, a multi-resource cluster scheduler that learns to optimize various objectives such
as minimizing average job slowdown or completion
time. Targeting long-running applications in containers, Metis (Wang et al., 2020a) can automatically learn optimal placements from past logs or
lightweight oﬄine proﬁling using deep RL. Basically,
it encodes the scheduling policy into a neural network, and trains it with extensive simulated experiments, in which the policy is reﬁned iteratively.
Metis innovatively proposes decomposing a complex
learning task into a tree-like hierarchy of subtasks
to reduce state and action space. However, it proposes training a dedicated model for each container
group, which trades scheduling delay for high-quality
placements.
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The key of MCMF-based scheduling lies in the
graph updates to reﬂect the cluster dynamics and
scheduling policies. However, it is diﬃcult to integrate the runtime interference into consideration because its quantiﬁcation is troublesome. In contrast,
Allox (Le et al., 2020) transforms the job scheduling
problem in a CPU-GPU hybrid cluster to a min-cost
bipartite matching problem. The central challenge is
how to pick the conﬁguration for each job and order
the jobs, so that the CPU and GPU usage is coordinated to minimize the average job completion time
while providing fairness.
In the context of rapid development of neural
networks (NNs) and deep learning, multiple NNbased resource managers have been proposed and
designed to make the scheduler more intelligent.
Mao et al. (2016) claims that reinforcement learning (RL) is well-suited to modeling resource man-

Similarly, RLScheduler (Zhang et al., 2020) proposes an automated HPC batch job scheduler built
on RL, which can adapt to various loads and optimization goals via continuous learning and rewardbased searching. To schedule data-parallel jobs with
tasks in DAG, Spear (Hu et al., 2019) applies Monte
Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) for task scheduling, and
trains a deep reinforcement learning model (DRL)
to guide the expansion and rollout steps in MCTS.
It considers both task dependencies and heterogeneous resource demands simultaneously to minimize
the makespan of complex jobs. In contrast, AuTO
(Chen et al., 2018) builds a two-level DRL system
for automatic traﬃc optimizations in DCs. It can
collect network information, learn from past decisions, and perform actions to achieve operatordeﬁned goals. Bao et al. (2019) presented Harmony,
a deep learning-driven machine learning (ML) cluster
scheduler, which employs an actor-critic algorithm,
job-aware action space exploration, experience replay, and a prediction model to minimize interference or maximize training job performance. To deal
with the scalability problem, Mao et al. (2019) developed novel data, scheduling action representation,
and new RL training techniques to learn high-quality
scheduling policies and handle stochastic job arrival
sequences.
Currently, DRL techniques have become popular in solving complex online control problems. However, they are faced with long scheduling delays and
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Table 9 Strengths and weaknesses of different resource scheduling approaches
Approach

Strengths

Weaknesses

Data mining

Abundant information
High scheduling quality
Good accuracy in predicting performance

Requires a large training set
Limited scalability
Signiﬁcant scheduling delay (Quasar)

LP driven

Eﬃcient using mature tools
Guaranteed optimality

Limited scalability (NP-hard for Integer LP)
Likely resource overallocation

Network driven

Inspires innovation
Eﬃcient for assignment
Captures resource dynamics

High implementation complexity
Requires extensive tuning

Bin packing

Easy adoption with good formal structure
Increased cost eﬃciency (e.g., energy)
Provides opportunities for co-optimization

Resource fragmentation
Increasing complexity with larger scale (NP-hard)
Fails to capture system dynamics

scalability problems. Existing intelligent scheduling
schemes have to learn policies from simulation or
scheduling logs (Mao et al., 2016; Carastan-Santos
and Camargo, 2017; Mao et al., 2019; Wang et al.,
2020a), which may induce unpredictable convergence
speeds at runtime and scalability problems regarding
job diversity and cluster scale.

DL workloads requires gang scheduling policy and
strict locality preference, and the GPU is often represented as a monolithic resource to avoid performance
interference from co-located jobs, which impairs cluster utilization.
For training deep learning models, Philly, a
centralized resource scheduler, employs a localityaware policy for distributed training that considers
both GPUs and network connectivity, thus reducing the time needed for parameter synchronization
(Jeon et al., 2018). However, due to the training
time, neither workload co-location nor migration is
eﬀectively supported. In addition, CPU cores and
memory are allocated in proportion to the requested
GPU count, without considering the actual demand.
Therefore, resource fragments exist widely. Gandiva
(Xiao et al., 2018) exploits the cyclic pattern among
minibatch iterations to time-slice GPUs across multiple DL training jobs. Speciﬁcally, job suspension and
migration are conducted at the minibatch boundary, where corresponding memory usage is lowest,
thus reducing CPU-GPU copy cost. It also supports
interference-aware job packing based on online proﬁling to reduce queue waiting time, and inter-GPU
migration to mitigate GPU fragmentation or pursue
better locality for faster training.
To reduce queuing time, Tiresias (Gu et al.,
2019) leverages priority discretization and assignment, and employs the attained service to determine job scheduling order. In addition, it uses network communication monitoring to infer skew in tensor distributions across parameter servers to guide
GPU consolidation. Themis (Mahajan et al., 2020)
presents a two-level semi-optimistic scheduling architecture, where an AGENT that resides with an app-

5. Summary
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The above methods adopt various schemes to
cope with resource scheduling at the cluster level,
and pursue coordination of diﬀerent aspects, such
as scheduling delay, quality, fairness, and makespan.
One practical insight is that perpetually maintaining the algorithmic optimality is impossible, because
competing goals are inevitable in a dynamic context.
The pros and cons of the above four methods are
summarized in Table 9. Overall, they require (1) eﬃcient performance-critical online information identiﬁcation, collection, and propagation (e.g., contention
quantiﬁcation of physical resources, and demand dynamicity on the application side); (2) a parallel,
event-driven algorithm that can limit the scheduling
delays by overlapping information processing time
and increasing responsiveness; (3) systematic design
with introspection, which takes the after-scheduling
variation into consideration, instead of ignoring it;
(4) intelligent scheduling system with fast learning
speed and quality.
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3.3 DL-oriented GPU scheduling
Deep leaning (DL) workload have become so
critical that large companies often build multi-tenant
GPU clusters for them, similar to shared clusters for
big-data analytics. In contrast, GPU scheduling of

Wang et al. / Front Inform Technol Electron Eng

scheduler in a hyperparameter optimization system
(e.g., HyperDriver) communicates with Themis’s
ARBITER about performance-critical information,
such as an estimated ﬁnish-time fair metric, winning allocation. Each ML job can bid on resources
oﬀered in an auction, with the goal of fairness in
GPU resource allocation. Similarly, Antman (Xiao
et al., 2020) co-designs the cluster scheduler and DL
frameworks (e.g., TensorFlow) to enable dynamic
scaling in both memory (via tensor swap) and computation unit (via controlling GPU operator launch
frequency) for GPU-sharing safety. Speciﬁcally, the
execution of co-located jobs is carefully coordinated
by a local coordinator using the above scaling methods. Without modifying DL training frameworks,
Wang et al. (2020b) uses an oﬄine job proﬁle to
guide GPU scale-down for running jobs and scale-up
when the GPU is idle. It performs GPU preemption
via a daemon called SideCar to stop and restart the
DL training process in a container, thus mediating
GPU time multiplexing. However, it cannot utilize
idle GPUs on machines without a SideCar daemon.
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ferent resources, and converts it to a min-cost bipartite matching problem to decide job placement. Neither Gandiva_fair nor AlloX supports conﬁgurable
scheduling policies according to the optimized objective, and are thus less ﬂexible.
Gavel (Narayanan et al., 2020) formalizes policies with diﬀerent objectives in a liner optimization
problem that considers heterogeneity of both GPUs
and workloads. It takes throughput (training iterations per second) of each job running diﬀerent GPU
types in the form of a matrix as input, and expresses
the objective as a throughput function. The output
is an allocation matrix that performs job-to-GPU
mapping in a round-based manner. However, Gavel
requires a massive job proﬁle, and may create a scalability bottleneck as GPU clusters scale.
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From the above discussion, we can see that the
resource heterogeneity considered by current eﬀorts
is limited to GPU generations and CPUs, without
including resources like TPUs and FPGAs. In other
words, cluster heterogeneity is carefully manipulated
to be highly application-speciﬁc, avoiding unnecessary complexity and operational overhead. Apart
from scheduling techniques that regard DL jobs, microservice placement on SmartNICs, graph processing on GPUs, FPGAs are also receiving increased
research eﬀorts. For example, E3 (Liu et al., 2019)
uses network topology-aware microservice placement
to allocate SmartNIC processors. Foregraph (Dai
et al., 2017) makes careful use of on-chip memory resources and oﬀ-chip bandwidth in a multi-FPGA architecture. Scaph (Zheng et al., 2020) makes eﬃcient
use of the GPU by identifying high-value subgraphs.
We leave the details to interested readers.
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Targeting long queuing time as a result of GPU
gang scheduling and fragmentation due to quotabased allocation, HiveD (Zhao et al., 2020) reserves
GPU resources for each tenant using a new abstraction, the Virtual Private Cluster (VC), comprising a
set of GPU cells with diﬀerent levels of GPU aﬃnity
in a physical cluster. Independent GPU scheduling
policies can be used within an individual VC. In addition, dynamic binding of cells in a VC to physical
GPUs in the cluster is supported, leaving execution
opportunity for preemptible, low-priority jobs. The
design principle of HiveD is universally applicable to
other aﬃnity-aware resources, like the CPU core or
NUMA node. This sheds light on resource management problems involving the increasingly heterogeneous infrastructure.
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The above schedulers, like Gandiva, Tiresias,
and Themis, do not consider performance behaviors across heterogenous GPUs. To ﬁll this gap,
Gandiva_fair (Chaudhary et al., 2020) uses the notion of tickets to allocate a proportional share of each
GPU type accordingly, and allows utility-guided resource trading of faster GPUs for diﬀerent DL jobs.
To this end, it leverages job proﬁles on each GPU
type to guide trading decisions, coupled with job migration. In comparison, AlloX (Le et al., 2020) uses
a matrix to capture the sensitivity of DL jobs for dif-

Summary
A comparison of related GPU
scheduling methods is listed in Table 10. We can
see that technical features vary across diﬀerent approaches, which implies the complexity of GPU
scheduling algorithm design. However, specialized
accelerators such as TPUs, FPGAs, and custom
ASICs are also increasingly deployed to train deep
learning models or for other purposes. Corresponding scheduling system design is challenging but very
much expected. Nonetheless, locality-related high
latency (e.g., parameters synchronization in DL) and
co-location-related low utilization (e.g., exclusive access to GPU) are common issues for contemporary
accelerator clusters.
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Table 10 Comparison of different GPU scheduling approaches
Approach
Architecture
Algorithm
Objective
Job’s patternaware
Locality-aware
Contentionaware
Heterogeneityaware
Preemption
Job migration
Proﬁlling

Gandiva
(2018)

Optimus
(2018)

Tiresias
(2019)

Themis
(2020)

HiveD
(2020)

Antman
(2020)

Gavel
(2020)

Central
Time slicing
queuing
time, utilization

Central
Remainingtime-driven

central
Gittins index, LAS

Two-level

Central

Auction,bid

Buddy cell

Central
Linear programming

JCT

JCT, utilization

Finish-time
fairness

Queuing
time, training speed

Central
Dynamic
scaling
Queue time,
mem/SM
utilization

Yes, cyclic

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

Conﬁgurable

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

Yes, multilevel aﬃnity

Yes

No

No

N/A

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Suspend &
resume
Yes
Online,
iteration
boundary

Model
checkpoint
No
Online,
training
speed

Model
checkpoint
no
Online,
tensor
skew

Model
checkpoint
No

Context
switch
No

Model
checkpoint
Yes

No

Yes

Yes

CPU
cores

Reservation slack total slack
Allocaiton slack
Usage slack
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Fig. 9 Three different kinds of resource slacks available in the shared cloud (CPU and memory are considered) (Carvalho et al., 2014)

3.4 Adaptive management techniques

In this section, we emphasize adaptive resource
management techniques, which are divided into three
types according to their themes: promoting cluster
utilization via co-location, inter-application (i.e., LS
and BE), and intra-application (e.g., microservices)
performance coordination.
3.4.1 Elastic techniques for co-location
Elasticity is the degree to which a system is able
to adapt to workload changes by provisioning and
deprovisioning resources in an autonomic manner,
such that the available resources match the current
demand as closely as possible (Herbst et al., 2013).
For most applications, the actual resource usage is
highly dynamic, and the average resource requirement is much lower than the peak usage (Reiss et al.,
2012). This motivates the exploitation of resource

slacks to improve resource eﬃciency. In a shared
cloud, resource slacks can be divided into three categories, as Fig. 9 shows.
1. Reservation/allocation slacks
Reservation slack refers to resources that have
not been reserved, namely, the resources that are
available after reservations. Allocation slack refers
to unallocated resources in a given reservation. The
former is managed regularly by the cluster manager.
We focus on allocation slacks, which are reclaimable.
Carvalho et al. (2014) provided an approach to
quantifying the availability of reclaimable resources
via a time series forecasting technique, but it focuses unused resources over a long time scale, multimonth periods. Bistro (Goder et al., 2015) employs
a hierarchical forest of resource trees to model data
hosts and their resources. It seeks to run dataparallel jobs (on allocation slacks) with hierarchical resource constraints on customer-facing production systems. However, the resource capacity and
constraints are conﬁgured manually, which is often
error-prone. Similarly, Zhang et al. (2016) proposed
harvesting spare compute and storage resources (i.e.,
allocation slacks) of the primary tenant (i.e., LS) to
place secondary tenants (i.e., BE) or a corresponding
dataset, with preemption enabled. Brieﬂy, they classify LS jobs based on historical resource utilization,
and ensure resource availability to accommodate BE
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tasks with the fewest preemptions.
Hcloud (Delimitrou and Kozyrakis, 2016) designs a hybrid resource provision strategy that strives
to take advantage of on-demand resources in the public cloud (e.g., Google Computing Engine) with respect to an application’s preference and system interference. However, how the on-demand resources
are determined is not clear. In contrast, Yang et al.
(2017) combined use-reserved resources and allocation slacks to execute data analytic jobs, which improves elasticity at the application level.
2. Usage slacks
Usage slack refers to allocated resources with no
occupancy. It is more challenging to determine the
available amount due to the execution dynamics and
ineﬃciency of resource isolation mechanisms.
Grandl et al. (2016a) proposed an altruistic
approach (Carbyne) regarding usage slacks that is
based on two general issues.
(1) How to determine how much resource slack
a job should yield.
(2) How to redistribute the leftover resources
among the rest of the jobs.
Speciﬁcally, Carbyne adopts Dominant Resource Fairness (DRF) as the inter-job scheduling
solution, which creates signiﬁcant leftover resources
(reclaimable) for each job. For intra-job scheduling, it employs Teris (Grandl et al., 2014) to calculate the reclaimable resources without impacting its
performance (a guideline to issue(1)). The leftover
resources can be redistributed globally to maximize
eﬃciency by packing more unscheduled tasks or minimizing the average job completion time by adopting
a shortest-remaining-time-ﬁrst policy (which solves
the second issue). In contrast to the exploration of
cluster-wide resource slacks, Elfen (Yang et al., 2016)
exploits idle SMT resources to run batch programs
for the sake of higher utilization, while respecting
SLOs of LS jobs. Speciﬁcally, it identiﬁes the short
periods via high-frequency LS monitoring, such as
whether an LS thread is executing on the same SMT
core, or whether the budget for a batch job is exhausted. If so, a customized system call will be triggered to release batch hardware resources, without
relinquishing their SMT hardware context. Otherwise, the batch thread runs for a budget period. Resource slacks in LS systems is hard to determine due
to tight QoS constraints and load dynamics. Generally, the usage (especially the spikes) is captured at
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a coarse timescale (e.g., in order of minutes in Goder
et al. (2015) and Carvalho et al. (2014), a ﬁner-scale
characterization will yield more opportunities (Islam
et al., 2015).
Below, we pay closer attention to elastic techniques at the application level (especially data analytics) to take advantage of resource slacks with limited performance degradation. In addition to the enabling methods at system level, Amoeba (Ananthanarayanan et al., 2012) enables data intensive jobs
(e.g., Mapreduce) to dynamically adapt its resource
shares to resource availability at the application
level. Incurred resource contention (e.g., preemption
by high-priority jobs) is resolved by exiting a task via
a critical boundary-aware checkpoint/restart mechanism, wherein the evicted task is enqueued as a new
task. In essence, it breaks the static granularity of a
task by splitting the original task safely (particularly
for the remaining work) without work wastage and
state migration. However, when to exit the task and
how to manage the reclaimed resources are delegated
to the cluster scheduler (as steps (a)-(d) in Fig. 10),
which may incur scheduling delays due to the control
shifting across machines.
To alleviate elasticity-incurred recomputation,
TR-Spark (Yan et al., 2016) proposes a task-level
checkpoint scheme, coupled with an opportunistic
scheduling algorithm to ensure performance of transient resources. Brieﬂy, it takes resource instability
and task duration/output size into consideration to
reduce recomputation numbers and checkpoint cost.
Sharma et al. (2016) shared a similar spirit. Wang
and Balazinska (2017) designed an elastic memory allocation approach, which adaptively adjusts memory
limits in a Java virtual machine for cloud data analytics. In detail, it adds a set of new customized APIs
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d.Enqueue
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Fig. 10 System architecture for elasticity in Ameoba.
The resource manager notifies application manager1
to relinquish resources, and redistributes them to application 2
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(to JVM) at the application level to probe the heap
state, and combines garbage collection (GC) cost estimation to drive memory reallocation. In contrast,
Chen et al. (2017) explored container-based resource
preemption schemes that rely on Linux Cgroups to
adapt CPU and memory allocation gracefully.
Targeting tension between resource utilization
and end-to-end latency due to microservice-sharing
in multi-tenancy, GrandSLAm (Kannan et al., 2019)
conducts contention management at microservice
granularity, which breaks the end-to-end SLAs into
disaggregated partial SLAs at each microservice.
Speciﬁcally, it builds a linear regression model for
each microservice to yield the estimated completion
time (ECT) of a request, accounting for critical factors like the sharing degree and queuing delay. The
partial deadline at each particular microservice is
calculated as the proportion of application-speciﬁc
SLAs. GrandSLAm exploits the variability between
ECT and partial deadline (i.e., idle slack) to perform request reordering and dynamic batching to
achieve balanced SLA and server throughput. Particularly, time slacks can be inherited by downstream
microservices. However, GrandSLAm aims at sequential microservice architecture, which limits its
application scope.
3. Summary
Resource elasticity enables better coordination
between collocated tasks with respect to QoS and resource eﬃciency. However, (a) current methods often
resort to the global scheduler for reclaimed resource
management, which lacks local information and often fails to diﬀerentiate the reclaimable resources
(usage slacks) from reservation/allocation slacks. (b)
Generally, multiple resource types are required to accommodate new tasks. Ideal elastic approaches need
to determine the set of resource types and available
amounts to accommodate co-scheduled tasks. (c)
The core aspects of elasticity speed and precision
(Herbst et al., 2013) also require quantitative analysis for ﬁne-grained optimization. Speciﬁcally, several
principles can be drawn for elastic resource scheduling on usage slacks.
(1) For high-priority jobs, QoS should be guaranteed when determining the amount of reclaimable
resources.
(2) Low-priority jobs that request the leftover
resources should be elastic enough with low overhead
imposed on the system.

cluster
scheduler

Smoothed
CPI

CPI sampleaggregator

CPI_spec

agent
task
task
task

CPI samples

agent
agent
task
task
task
task
task
victim
machines

agent
task
task
task

Fig. 11 The data flow in cluster for anomaly detection
(CPI2 (Zhang et al., 2013))

(3) Workload characterization and online monitoring in both resources and performance is of particular importance in elastic scheduling.
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3.4.2 BE-oriented resource throttling
In shared environments, BE jobs are often throttled via resource isolation methods to curb the performance interference to LS job. Typically, anomaly
detection and tracing are needed.
To this end, Google’s Xiao Zhang et al. designed
a monitoring system named CPI2 (as Fig. 11 shows),
which uses the globally collected Circles per Instruction (CPI) as an interference proxy (Zhang et al.,
2013). For each application, it collects the CPI information for a task on each machine in a fan-in fashion
(see CPI sample aggregator in Fig. 11), and calculates the corresponding distribution (CPI_spec, including application name, the averaged CPI value
and standard deviation). Then the result is sent
back to the agent on each machine for the sake of
anomaly detection via comparison with the local
CPI. To pinpoint the disturber, correlation analysis regarding observed CPI and CPU usage of each
BE job are conducted. Consequently, the disturber’s
CPU resources are throttled locally via CPU hardcapping. This method is eﬀective in CPU-intensive
applications, but can barely adapt to other types,
such as I/O-intensive ones. Hailong Yang et al. propose a proﬁle-based interference measure and local
QoS correction scheme, Bubble-Flux (Yang et al.,
2013). It leverages a set of carefully designed microbenchmark to quantify and model resource contention. The interference measure can be used to
guide global task scheduling to achieve coordinated
co-running of LS and BE jobs. Speciﬁcally, the Flux
mechanism periodically monitors the Instruction per
Circle (IPC) of an LS job, and controls the execu-
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tion of BE jobs via Linux signals (e.g., SIGSTOP) to
correct any performance variation. Currently, this
speciﬁcally concerns the memory subsystem, especially the last level cache and memory bandwidth.
Unlike local resource throttling, DeepDive (Novaković et al., 2013) adopts a migration-based approach to eliminate local interference. Targeting virtualized environment, it periodically combines local
and global information (including low-level metrics
and disk/network IO measurements) for tasks of the
same stage to detect misbehavior. The disturber
VM is pinpointed via classiﬁcation. Before migration, the low-level behaviors of the VM and corresponding impact to other VMs at the destination
machine are evaluated, which may incur some delay.
VM-related migration can be expensive because it
consumes CPU and IO bandwidth, which may deteriorate the already overloaded environment.
Summary
The prior work explores workload proﬁling and continuous monitoring to guide
online coordination between BE and LS jobs. Faced
with increased diversity in application, corresponding characterization is essential for online monitoring, cause analysis, disturber pinpointing, and associated resource regulation. Currently, the complex
interplay between underlying resources makes the
determination of disturber BE jobs and hot resource
diﬃcult. As a result, resource throttling lacks accurate control in terms of resource size and warmup
delay.
3.4.3 Resource compensation for LS jobs

In contrast to the BE-related resource manipulation, another line of research concentrates on
resource re-allocation directly applied to LS jobs,
based on intra application features.
For interactive applications, M.E. Haque
presents an incremental parallelization algorithm,
Few-to-Many (FM) (Haque et al., 2015), which uses
task demand proﬁles and hardware parallelism to
compute re-allocation policies. The policies are represented in an table that speciﬁes when and how
much software parallelism to add (according to the
dynamic system load and task execution progress).
Incremental parallelism has proved to be a powerful
tool for reducing tail latency, but FM does not consider the diversity of task features, such as tasks with
short execution time, which often do not beneﬁt from
parallelism. As a complement, paper Li et al. (2016)
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used an adaptive work-stealing mechanism that entails instantaneous task progress, system load, and
target latency to decide when to parallelize requests
with stealing and when to limit parallelism of large
requests. Similar works with respect to eﬃcient parallelism are conducted in ? and Jaeung et al. (2016).
Targeting web search applications, Li et al.
(2017) developed an eﬀective caching mechanism
that employs a revenue-aware adaptive refresh policy
and domain-speciﬁc information to achieve net proﬁt
improvement. RobinHood (Berger et al., 2018) reallocates cache space to balance tail latency across
diﬀerent back ends. It relies on a new metric, the
request blocking count, to identify which back end
requires additional resources. However, caching reduces freshness of the computation results, which
may lead to potential revenue loss, especially in the
search advertising context.
Targeting similar large-scale online services with
multi-tiers, Dean and Barroso (2013) from Google offer an in-depth discussion of tail-tolerant techniques,
such as hedged requests and tied requests. As an example, the hedged request method relies on a replicated request issued to multiple replicas to hide the
tail latency caused by any straggler. This method
can be further enhanced by tied requests to reduce
redundant computing. Generally, this line of work
does not explicitly take the interference due to resource contention into consideration explicitly, but
focuses on performance-oriented adaptivity at the
application level. Although tail-tolerant techniques
can reduce latency hiccups regardless of root causes,
approaches that do are particularly useful for joint
optimization with multiple objectives, such as resource utilization and tail latency, as stated by Kasture and Sanchez (2014) and Lo et al. (2015).
In contrast to simple multi-tiered web services,
microservice applications create numerous loosely
coupled, specialized microservices with hundreds or
thousands of unique tiers. As Gan et al. (2019a)
claim, dependencies between microservices will introduce backpressure eﬀects and cascading QoS violations that quickly propagate through the system,
making performance unpredictable. This calls for
coordinated (with respect to multiple microservices)
methods to curb any performance degradation.
To tackle overload-incurred performance degradation on microservices like WeChat, DAGOR (Zhou
et al., 2018) uses the average waiting time of re-
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Fig. 12 Workflow of anomaly monitoring and correction for microservices (take Seer [Gan et al. 2019b] as
an example)

quests in the pending queue at each microservice as
an indicator of overload. Once overload is detected,
a corresponding server performs priority-based local admission control (i.e., load shading). Speciﬁcally, related upstream servers coordinate with the
overloaded server via admission level notiﬁcation,
such that requests destined to be rejected are shed
early at upstream servers and collaborative correction is achieved. To cater to diverse demand across
microservices in the system and CPU architecture,
µtune (Sriraman and Wenisch, 2018) uses a linear
model built oﬄine to autotune the optimal threading models (e.g., polling vs. blocking network reception; inline vs. dispatched RPC execution) and
thread pool sizes under changing service loads to reduce tail latency of mid-tier microservices. However,
there is no analysis of inter-model transition overhead, and spurious context switches, network/RPC
protocol delays, and thread wakeups can dominate
microservice latency distributions.
Sriraman et al. (2019) exploited coarse-grained
OS and hardware conﬁguration knobs to tune existing server CPU architectures to accommodate assigned microservice. To this end, µSKU was developed to automate search within the seven-knob
soft-SKU design space using A/B testing, to identify the best microservice-speciﬁc conﬁgurations to
reduce performance ﬂuctuations. In contrast, ANTman (Hou et al., 2020) exploits the intra-application
variability of power usage in each microservice, and
uses a decision tree model to capture performancepower correlations under diﬀerent load levels. To
eliminate the power management latency, it directly
manipulates an on-chip voltage regulator and adopts
a model-speciﬁc register associated with each microservice to accelerate on-chip voltage transition. It
dynamically determines diﬀerentiated power budget
for each microservice, thus preventing any powercaused QoS variations and achieving performancepower coordination.
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Seer (Gan et al., 2019b) employs DL and the
massive amount of tracing data in a production cloud
to learn spatial and temporal patterns that indicate
upcoming QoS violations. Fig. 12 demonstrates its
architecture. It uses a lightweight, distributed RPClevel tracing system to collect end-to-end execution
traces for each user request, which are aggregated to
a centralized database (i.e., TraceDB). At runtime,
it takes real-time tracing such as per-microservice
queue depths as input, and outputs the probability
of initiating a QoS violation. Once a misbehaving
microservice is pinpointed, Seer relies on low-level
monitoring or tunable contentious microbenchmarks
to determine the root causes, i.e., which resource is
saturated. Subsequently, the cluster manager is notiﬁed to take actions, such as resizing the Docker container or last level cache partitioning, for correction.
However, Seer requires oﬄine and online trace labeling and ﬁne-grained tracing to track the number of
outstanding requests across the system stack, which
is non-trivial in practice and may induce interference.
In comparison, FIRM (Qiu et al., 2020) leverages a
supported vector machine (SVM) to detect/localize
microservices that cause SLO violations, taking the
variability of each critical path and each microservice
instance as input. It adopts a reinforcement learning
(RL) model for every microservice to mitigate the violations via dynamic reprovisioning, such as adding
or reducing the amount of resources attached to a
microservice, or scaling the number of replicas.
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Instead of the supervised model in Seer, Sage
(YGan et al., 2021) leverages unsupervised learning
based on using low-frequency traces and user-level
metrics to diagnose the root cause of end-to-end QoS
violations. Speciﬁcally, Sage uses Causal Bayesian
Networks to capture inter-microservice dependencies, and relies on hypothetical scenarios-based inference to determine which set of microservices initiated a QoS violation. Subsequently, adjustment
regarding the deployment or resource allocation is
performed accordingly.
In the context of proliferation of special-purpose
hardware, E3 (Liu et al., 2019) explores schemes
in which microservices are oﬄoaded to SmartNICs.
Targeting the overload problem, E3 monitors the incoming/outgoing network throughput, packet queue
depth, and microservice’s execution time to guide
microservice migration to the host, thus avoiding
potential QoS violation. Furthermore, anticipat-
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ing accelerator design, Accelerometer (Sriraman and
Dhanotia, 2020) analyses common operations among
microservices, and identiﬁes acceleration opportunities while accounting for associated oﬄoading overhead when deployed at scale.
Summary
Current research relies on interference detection (regarding either performance or
resource usage), resource throttling/reprovisioning,
or application migration to limit performance degradation. We also see that tracing system like Dapper
(Sigelman et al., 2010) and Jaeger (Jaeger, 2021)
are essential for resource management in Gan et al.
(2019b); Qiu et al. (2020); YGan et al. (2021), which
facilitates locating performance issues and resolving
them. Above all, we learn the following:
1. Application-dependent resource sensitivity
and the corresponding cost of reallocation should
be fully understood and considered to reduce the
time required for changes to take eﬀect, especially in
cloud microservices due to the delayed queuing eﬀect
(Zhang et al., 2021).
2. As the application/hardware complexity and
cloud scale continue to grow, data-driven systems
like Seer are a promising way to oﬀer practical solutions (Gan et al., 2019b).
3. RL is proved to be well-suited for learning
resource reprovisioning policies, because it provides
a tight feedback loop for exploring the action space
and generating optimal policies without relying on
prior knowledge or rules.
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VM monitor (hypervisor)
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Fig. 13 Scheduling stack in the cloud
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for Yarn, the task scheduler is oblivious to detailed
resource states, which may limit the scheduling quality. The same problem exists in virtualized systems.
In Song et al. (2013), the author tries to address the
double CPU scheduling problem (i.e., most operations in a guest OS are opaque to the hypervisor)
between the hypervisor and guest operating systems
via a vCPU ballooning scheme. Similarly, Zhao and
Cabrera (2018) pointed out that lack of unawareness between VM host- and guest-level schedulers
hinders the timeliness guarantee, and attempts to
address it via cross-layer communication (e.g., bandwidth demands and deadlines). Similar research can
be found in Kannan et al. (2017). In addition to the
work relating to virtual systems, Giceva (2016) proposes narrowing the knowledge gap between the OS
and database engines to improve resource eﬃciency.
Therefore, the scheduling barrier between application, hypervisor, and OS should be removed and and
requires more attention.
Although coordination is already adopted in
scheduling systems, accounting for scheduling either at the same layer (Schwarzkopf et al., 2013;
Ousterhout et al., 2013; Boutin et al., 2014; Delimitrou et al., 2015; Delgado et al., 2016) or across
two diﬀerent layers remains an open issue. However,
along with the popularity of hierarchical architecture
(Fuxi2.0, 2020) and increasing diversity of scheduling policies at each layer, multiple-layer coordination
and software-deﬁned policy management are still a
pressing need.
2. Push disaggregation to the extreme
As explained above, decoupled design is gaining
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4 Future research directions

Through the investigation of existing literature,
we can see that a lot of progress has been made in
resource scheduling techniques, and several research
directions remain to be explored.
1. Coordination across system layers
The trend of decoupled scheduling architecture
has resulted in multiple layers in the scheduling system stack, as Fig. 13 shows, and the disconnected
schedulers at diﬀerent levels expose new opportunities for optimization.
Take the two-level scheduling architecture as
an example. Cooperation exists between the cluster allocator and task scheduler in both Mesos and
Yarn. However, in Mesos, the allocation size does
not match the task demand due to the lack of crosslayer coordination, as explained in section 3.1. As
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popularity in system design. A similar trend is also
observed in hardware architecture evolution.
Current hardware architecture is mostly servercentric, which makes it ill-suited to harness increasingly heterogenous resources and support new programming models (e.g., microservices). To overcome
this obstacle, multiple aggressive prototypes of disaggregated architecture prototypes have been designed,
such as Facebook’s Disaggregated Rack (Facebook),
memory blades (Lim et al., 2009), NUMA-related
architecture (Novakovic et al., 2014), and storage
blades (Klimovic et al., 2016). These solutions improve hardware scalability and provide new optimization opportunities for task scheduling. Zellweger et al. (2014) and Shan et al. (2018) explored
decoupled or disaggregated design of operating systems. Speciﬁcally, Shan et al. (2018) presents a new
OS with traditional functionalities decoupled into
loosely coordinated monitors for each disaggregated
resource type. Task scheduling and execution are
achieved in a cooperative manner.
Most of these systems are in the early stages of
development, and the scope of disaggregation is often
limited to a single rack. Disaggregation at the cluster
scale and related software design choices are still far
from fully explored. Furthermore, a corresponding
programming model and performance impact require
complete understanding. Overall, several open questions remain:
(1) How performance isolation be achieved at
each independent resource component, and how can
their allocation be balanced to avoid hotspots (e.g.,
network bandwidth)?
(2) Which scheduling architecture is a good
ﬁt for a disaggregated DC, and do new design
paradigms exist?
(3) How global scheduling policies be enforced
and coordinated with local ones at each resource
component?
3. Accelerator-oriented scheduling coordination
Deployment of specialized accelerators such as
GPUs, TPUs, and FPGAs have been the norm in
DCs. It is foreseeable that this trend will continue,
and result in ubiquitous access to various accelerators. The design of a corresponding management system and scheduling strategies will become a pressing
need, including combinations of diﬀerent accelerators, computation oﬄoading and resource multiplexing. Several research areas are presented below.

4. Intra-accelerator management
Each accelerator should support a self-contained
resource virtualization scheme that facilitates spatial or temporal sharing among concurrent jobs and
avoids resource under-utilization. This also calls for
architecture-speciﬁc isolation design that minimizes
runtime performance interference, such as context
switch overhead and state swapping between accelerator and host memory. Finally, each accelerator
should provide a uniﬁed platform to outside entities
(other accelerators, host CPU) that hides underlying
resource details.
5. Inter-accelerator management
The communication among accelerators, host
CPU, and I/O devices should be eﬃcient, with a
uniﬁed protocol, and avoid unnecessary data copying (e.g., allowing local direct access over PCIe, or
remote access through cloud networks). Providing
proper I/O abstraction is essential to fully drive these
heterogeneous systems (Min et al., 2018).
6. Heterogeneity-aware global control
Such control requires a centralized coordinator
to harness and allocate diﬀerent accelerators with
system-wide knowledge, such as the characteristics
of each accelerator, the load on each one, and the
topology of the PCIe network. Furthermore, diﬀerent scheduling policies targeting multiple objectives
are essential for overall performance, such as job collocation for better resource utilization and context
switching for fairness.
7. Edge-cloud coordination
Edge computing (EC) is an emerging technology
that moves the computation and storage resources to
the network edge, closer to internet of things (IoT)
devices (e.g., mobile phones, self-driving cars) (Wang
et al., 2019). Compared to central cloud computing
(CC), EC has relatively less computation capacity,
but provides advantages of short access distance and
ﬂexible geographical distribution. Thus, it is able
to signiﬁcantly reduce network traﬃc and response
latency, which complements to CC.
To take advantage of both CC and EC, a collaborative processing model between the edge and
the cloud is required (Kang et al., 2017; Grulich
and Nawab, 2018). For neural networks (NN) inference used in real-time video processing, Neurosurgeon (Kang et al., 2017) splits the NN model at
a speciﬁc layer into edge and cloud parts. When
processing the frame, the edge node conducts frame
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processing ﬁrst using the edge part, and transfers
the output to the cloud node, which performs further
processing using the cloud part. This splitting-based
cooperation enables use of the compute resources at
the edge, which makes processing at the cloud more
eﬃcient. Apart from workload splitting, other efforts propose data compression and diﬀerential communication to reduce network bandwidth cost and
processing latency (Vulimiri et al., 2015).
It is expected that the increased diversity in resource demands, latency requirements, and processing capacity, and the proliferation of IoT applications
and terminal devices will encourage the design and
deployment of various edge-cloud coordination solutions.

5 Conclusions
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